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Abstract 
The present paper will outline the creation and evaluation of a tourism destination 
advisory system named TravelSolutions. Advisory system b came a significant tool in 
the field of tourism; they offer users a convenient opportunity to find a travel bundle or a 
single travel item such as accommodation. Existing tourism destination advisory system 
has some shortcomings as they allow no or only very limited flexibility when taking 
constraints or preferences into account. Therefore, the aim to design a novel type of 
advisory system including features of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) will be pursued. The 
system enables the selection of travel locations and supports the bundling of personalized 
travel plan. Travel plans are stored in a memory cases, which exploited for ranking trav I 
items extracted from knowledge base. Knowledge intensive session modeling and mi d 
initiative advisor are introduced in the CBR framework. The application f th 
an interactive, case-based tourism destination advisory system that guid tra 
decision making processes, is described. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Problem Statement 
There are a continuously growing number of web sites that support a traveler in the 
selection of a travel destination or a travel service (e.g., flight or hotel). Typically, the 
user is required to input product constraints or preferences, that are matched by the 
system in an electronic catalogue. The entire major eCommerce websites dedicated to 
tourism, such as Expedia, Priceline, TISCover, etc, implement this simple and quite 
effective pattern. Actually, planning a travel towards a tourism destinati n i a mpl x 
problem solving activity. The term "destination" itself refers to a "fuzzy" n pt that 
lacks a commonly agreed definition. For instance, even the d stinati n patial 
is known to be a function of the traveler distance from the d stinati n. Italy uld b a 
destination for Japanese, but not for a European traveler who may focu i fi 
region, such as Tuscany. econdly, the "plan" itself may vary r tly in th tru tur and 
content. For in lance, som people search f r prepackag d luti ns (all in lu d \. hit 
other "free riders" want t select each single travel detail indepcnd ntly. h r is a ast 
literature invo ligating: h w lh travel planning d cision pr cess unfolds the main 
decisi n variabl s and th ir rclati n hip . vcral h ice 111 d ls ha c b n proposed (to 
nly u few . Th , id nti ry tw ar up· f act r that impact on the 
nal on I trav I ulur · '. In lh tr t gr up there are oth 
on rnic foct rs (ag , ducati n, inc rn , le. and psy h I gical/c gnitivc 
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(experience, personality, involvement, etc.). In the second group, we could list travel 
purpose, travel party size, the length of travel, the distance, and the transportation mode. 
1.2 General View 
This project paper present the result of a project on developing a knowledge-based 
system using case-based reasoning (CBR) for recommendation of tourism destination. 
The system is planned to be an interactive one, gradually narrows down the possibilities 
eventually deciding the recommended place as tourism destination. BR c mmonly 
known as expert or knowledge-based systems. It differs from the conventional way f 
how a computer solves a problem by using experience and it can support impr ise fuzzy 
queries. It also facilitates the handling of voluminous quantities of data. The g al f thi 
project is to d monstrate the feasibility of the application of CBR t chn logy in th nr a 
of tourism. 
1.3 Definition 
Artificial lntellig n c (Al) simulates and appli s human c gnitive thinking toward 
prob! m lving. Thi pr jcot i build under the nc pis f de loping a method for 
t uri nn dcstinuti n advisory sy, t '111 with tho aid BR l chniq re where kn wledge or 
as s ur us d in d si min 1 th , yat m. n f the g al AI is t si ulate and applie 
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human cognitive thinking toward problem solving. Researchers incorporate AI with other 
disciplines in order to develop automated systems for solving problems in these domains. 
With a huge array of tourism destination being recogniz d in Malaysia particularly, it is 
a difficult for a person other than travel planners or travel agencies or other experts to 
recommend and advise a specific destination according to preferences, likes and dislikes 
given. The problem of existing manual systems is they only give tourism destination 
information and other information such as attractions, famous restaurants and food 
places, cultural activities and as such. And it is up to the travelers and tourists to make the 
decision of the destinations to choose. Keeping the problem in mind, I wanted to develop 
an automated system, which would encode travel agencies' knowledge on how t id ntify 
destinations and recommend it according to tourists' preferences, their per onal 
particulars and others so that the system can be use wisely and a ily by any n . ut h w 
to represent various types of destinations in a computer system? What can be cat g riz d 
into travel items? Different packages will be used in different categories. ccording l 
the research discovered that the process of identifying tourism destinations ould b 
compiled in term of cases. Compared to conventional rule-bas d y t m ar 
independent from each thcr. Maintenance of the R system can be don y ju t 
adding or deleting. main experts and n vices can under tand quit r 
this reason, I ch e t rcpr cnt the de tinati n idcntifi ati n n wl dg with th case- 
based rea ning knowledge representation scheme. 
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1.4 Objective 
This project sets out to develop and validate an advisory system for tourist destination 
decision-making. It aims to provide personalized recommendations based on individual 
users' profile and contextual information. This system will support product aggregation 
for a given destination in the form of a travel plan. The ultimate goal of this web-based 
system is to represent an invaluable interactive and conversational tool. The project is set 
to bring innovative results in the area of Case-Based Reasoning Systems. It will be 
accessible by means of a PC connection to the Internet. Consequently, the objectives for 
the development of this system are the following: 
• To provide easy to use and user-friendly system - Not all us rs are familiar in 
using computer programs. To encourage the use of computer the us r should b 
able to use the system within a short period. 
• To provide alternative ways in getting advice 011 tourism destinations - Pro p t 
clients will be able to eliminate cost of traveling as well as th ir valuabl tim 
just one dick at anywhere and anytime that b st suits th m. 
• Applyin 7 Al techniques in tourism field - For many people AI is still th stuff f 
science fiction. But f r researchers specializing in ca -bas d r a ning syst ms 
technology a sub area of Al, it is very much reality. This pr j ct is uild practical 
kn wledgc based ystcm using casc-ba d reasoning. as - ased reasoning 
systems ar rnpu; r sys; ms ·thut sh w int llig nee r r asoning capa ilities 
bas d nth I n wl d 1• suppli d by domain xp rt it works lik an expert. 
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• To create paperless working environment - No more paper will be needed in 
recording various types of data. The system will automatically generate the most 
suitable destinations for clients. 
1.5 Scope 
Given the wide scope of tourism and case-based reasoning from the research, the project 
will focus on a narrower perspective mainly in the domain of tourism destinations in 
Malaysia. 
1) System will be able to provide advice and recommendation for suitabl p\a sand 
destinations. 
2) It will be highly interactive and it will support a sophisticated "qu sti n and 
answer process" mimicking an interaction with a human expert, or a tra el agent. 
3) System will store a brief record of users' personal particul r n pn r 
con ultation. 
4) Jt will pr vido upport f r direct manipulati n [ dat ntri which ill boo t 
user ' c nfidenco in the supplied r mrncndati ns. Ad anc d users will be 
nablc t xpl r available informati n thr ugh an array face ss t ls for the 
s le tion f ti oi r pr fcrrcd items. 
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1.6 Motivation Factor 
The information overload does not allow the people to take advantage of the new 
opportunity offered by the large availability of contents. Only to have a reasonably 
preview of all the alternatives it takes so much time that the process of selection doesn't 
allow to balance the potential benefits of a custom solution. A second factor that 
promotes the needs of recommendation services is the personalization of products. A 
large set of goods can be configuring on the fly to meet the user preferences. This 
edibility has charged the customer of the configuration task. Even though the 
personalization is an appealing opportunity not always, the users have enough know-h w 
to perform it successfully. For these reasons, a support is required to help the user finding 
a satisfactory configuration. Consequently, the motivations for the devel pm nt f thi 
system are the following: 
• Shortage of recognize expert in the area of tourism especially in Malaysia. 
• The constraints required decisions to be made with limited or inexact inf rmati n. 
Duet the above fact rs, th re is a real demand fi ran advisory ystem that w uld bl 
t capture the I nowl dge of current travel agencic t be able t mu late th m. 
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1.7 System Limitation 
The following are the few unavoidable constraints that pose a limit to the system:- 
1) Not a Multilanguage system. 
2) If a destination were not acceptable by the user, the system would not be able to 
recommend alternative destinations, taking into account the places that are 
acceptable and not acceptable by the user. 
3) System does not provide reservation of accommodation online with the hotels and 
resorts, online inquiries and online payment. 
J .8 Schedule 
For the project, I use Gantt chart to determine a clear timelinc between starting dat and 
the finishing date. The important advantage of this chart ver oth r tirn - hatting 
techniques is its simplicity. 
There are six maj r phases in this project, which ar :- 
1. iteratur review 
2. ystcm analysis 
4. ys; m din, 
5. yst m l stinu 
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6. Documentation 
Activity Duration Start End June July August September October 
Literature 40 days 14th June 14th Jul) 
Review 2003 2003 
System 40 days 15th July 24th 
!Analysis 12003 August 
2003 
System 30 days 25th 6th 
Design August October 
2003 2003 
System 90 days 7th 7th 
Coding October February 
2003 2003 
I 
System 140 days 15th 7th I 
[I'esting October February 
2003 2003 
Documentati 180 days 3rd June 7th 
011 2003 February : 
2003 I I I I I 
i 
Table 1.1 Gantt chart of Project Schedule 
1.9 Report Layout 
The following layout is t give an verviow f the maj r pha s mv l d during th 
development r the project. The purpose of this report is to document all the essential 
inforrnati n gathered and used t dcvcl p this system. cl w i the pr jcct layout:- 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
This chapter serves an introduction to the entire project. Jn this chapter, I have made an 
overview on the definition, project objectives, project scopes, project assumptions, 
motivation factors, project limitations and project schedule. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review 
The chapter covers all the literatures survey done to the project including reviews on the 
features, capabilities, system architecture, system-designing tool, and so on. 
Chapter 3 Methodology and System Analysis 
Chapter 3 fairly discusses the development methodology, the functional and 
nonfunctional requirements and also the tools and technology considerations of this 
project. 
hapt r 4 c ign 
This chapt r di .usacs the design con iderati ns including pr c ssing d sign user 
int rfa d ign and th 1:1 -bas d design n this pr j ct, 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
In this chapter, research and literature reviews have been done. It is very important to dig 
deeper for information about the proposed system. With that, the overview of the system 
will be seen. The materials are concluded following some efforts such as studying and 
looking for the similar projects from FCSIT (Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology) document room, looking for reference books from library, extra 
reference materials from the Internet and purchasing some useful related books. 
There are three parts of literature reviews; approaches, findings and analysis. irstly 
literature review will identify all the approaches that were used to find information f r the 
project and then provide sources and summary of the findings. inally, th str ngths and 
weaknesses of the information that was found are analyzed. 
2.1 Information Source and Finding 
Many approaches to find inf rmation in case-based reasoning BR an tra l and 
tourism de tinati n had been utiliz d. Tho inf rrnati n availabl on R is not that much 
but it i different G r the availab] inf rmatl n n trav I and t urisrn d stination which is 
s mu h as it, has b me n f the bi g 'St fo t r t ward c ntributi n to the' orld 
and Malaysia c n my particulurly, Muny re Hr h s and dove! prncnt have also been 
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done in most countries in the world. My finding sources are generally divided into few 
categories: 
• Internet 
• Article from Medias 
• Interviewing staffs from local travel agencies 
• Questionnaire method 
• Others 
2.1.1 Internet 
Internet plays the major role in finding all the information about BR, trav I and t unsrn 
destination, knowledge-based system and others. Internet can provide me up-t -dat 
information and this is important because we are in the technology world that e rything 
has kept updated. There are plenty of CBR researches available in the Internet and BR 
applications are very wide indeed. As a research, I have downloaded many arti ab ut 
CBR developing system in order to better understanding of BR. 
2.l .2 Articles from Med ins 
• Newspap rs 
• ln-t h from tar 
11 
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• Compute Time from News Straits Time 
2.1.3 Interviewing Staffs from Local Travel Agencies 
The purpose of conducting interviews with local travel agencies is to obtain some useful 
information for the pm-posed system. The information that I gathered may help me to 
understand on what kind of services is required by the customers. Besides I can also 
know the common complaints from the customers. From the interviews conducted with 
the staffs from local travel agencies, I was able to know their marketing tratcgy. The 
questions for the interviews are listed as below- 
1) What are the services provided by a travel agency? 
2) What is the information required by the travelers in Malaysia? 
3) What is the field of interest for the most travelers in Malaysia (for exampl pla 
of interest, accommodation)? 
4) What are the customers mostly complaint from the travel ag ncy. 
5) Does the travel agency provide tourist guide to the travelers? 
6) Does the trav I agency has its own web sites? If yes, what ar th f atur s in th 
web site? If no, arc they interest to publi h their travel agency online? 
Thero arc several imp rtant p ints that can b summarized f r the int rview, that are: 
I. ervlces and information required by th' custom rs 
The cu tornors n rmally pr fit l I t tho travel ug ncy t cule everything f r them after 
they had d id d t join crtah trip. The, crvicc p vidc by the travel ag ncy arch tel 
12 
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reservation , air ticket reservation .car rental, provide useful tourist guide, manage the 
travel document and so on. The customers will feel convenient when the travel agency 
provide all services they needed during the trip .Normally, local travelers are more 
interested in placed of interest in Malaysia whole foreign travelers would like to know 
more about the culture ,food, festival, as well as the natural and historical places of 
interest in Malaysia. 
2. Complaint from customers 
The common complaints from the customers are lack of information about the trip, lack 
of customer service, difficult to reach to the person in charge and so on. ustorner will 
also like to bargain with the travel agency's staffs because they think the prices are not 
reasonable. However, the staffs will help the travelers to obtain a ideal trip within th ir 
budget. 
3. Marketing strategy 
The travel agencies that I had interviewed do not use web-based trav -1 inf rmati n 
system. They are doubtful on the efficiency of web-based travel information s st m t 
increase the company's sales. Moreover, they do n t have mu h c p sur in th 
informati 11 t hnology field. J J w vcr they ur int rest t publish th ir tra I g ncy 
nlino and may d in th Cu tu re. 
13 
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2.1.4 Questionnaire Method 
The purpose of using questionnaire method is to obtain information from a number of 
people from different area. The general opinion and suggestion from the public are very 
useful for developing the system. The questions are well designed and well structured in 
order to get some adequate and useful information. I used the close-end d questions as 
well as the open-ended questions in designing the questionnaire. 
Close-ended questions are designed so that I can identify the answers from the 
respondents easily as I can expect the answers given by them. As the number of 
respondents involved is quite a lot, it is hard to analyze the data if all the questions ae 
designed in an open-ended form. Besides, respondents do not have to spend a lot of time 
to answer close-ended questions. 
Open-ended questions are designed when I expect a wide scope of answer fr m th 
respondents. Besides, some questions are designed to obtain opinion and sugg ti n fr m 
the respondents. 
The questionnaire is attached on the Appendix. 
The result of the coJlected questionnaire indicated that most of the p opl 
Internet users preferred a web-based travel information for a trip. Th y would lik to 
enjoy the services such as analysis n h tel , nlinc res rvati n nlin inquiries online 
payment, t urist nsultant, view transp rt sch dule, and n. 
14 
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2.1.S Others 
Studies have been done through similar works made of seniors in the FCSIT document 
room. Although there are no exactly similar work has been found, but I study about how 
they express CBR for better understand on my CBR applications. Beside that, I had found 
more CBR application reference website from their work. 
2.2 Artificial Intelligence (Al) 
AI is a combination of computer science, physiology and philosophy. AI is a broad topic 
consisting of different tools, from machine vision to expert systems. The element that the 
fields of AI have in common is the creation of machines that can "think". 
Research into the areas of learning, language, and of sensory perception has aided 
scientists in bu ilding intelligent machines. One of the most challenging appr a h s fa ing 
experts is building systems that mimic the behavior of the human brain made up f 
billions of neurons, and arguably the most complex matter in the univ rse. P rhaps the 
best way to gauge the intellig nee f a machine is ritish c mputcr sci ntist, Alan 
Turing Test. He tat d that a c rnputer w uld dos rve l all int llig nt if it could 
deceive a human int Ji ving thut it was human. 
15 
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Artificial Intelligence has come a long way from its early roots, driven by dedicated 
researchers. The beginning of AI can reach back before electronics to philosophers and 
mathematicians such as Boole and others theorizing on principl s that were used as the 
function of AI Logic. AI really began to intrigue researchers with the invention of the 
computer in 1943. The technology was finally available, or so it seemed, 1o stimulate 
intelligent behavior. Over the next four decades, despite many obstacles, A] has grown 
from a dozen researchers, to thousands of engineers and specialists; and from programs 
capable of playing checkers, to systems designed to diagnose disease. 
AI has always been on the pioneering end of computer science. Advanced-level computer 
languages, as well as computer interfaces and word processors owe their existence to the 
research into artificial intelligence. The theory and insights brought about by AI res ar h 
will set the trend in the future of computing. The products available today are only bits 
and pieces of what are soon to follow, but there are movements towards the future f 
Artificial Intelligence. 
2.2.1 Introduction to Artificial Jntelligence 
AI can be br ken int sov ml diff r nl discipline . They arc ea h unique, but Ilen they 
intermix to a c rnpli h a pr grarnrning t I and th di ff r n s me fuzzy. The 
rt sy, t 111 , nntural Inn 11111' , imulati n f human sen ry 
apabiliti , r b ti , and n urul n tw rks. 
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Expert Systems: Expert systems are also known as knowledge-based systems. They are 
computer systems that rely on a knowledge base of rules that pertain to a specific 
application area. Experts in the application area give rules of thumb to use in certain 
situations. The rules of thumb are linked into preset if-then rules to solve the problem. 
Essentially, the system mimics the expert's thought process in troubleshooting the 
problem. Expert systems are able to solve problems. Solving problems is their intention. 
They are able to break a large problem into smaller parts in order to come to a solution. 
They understand the information given to them by the user. If the information is 
contradictory or ambiguous, the expert system asks for clarification or more information. 
Expert systems can learn. If an expert system is facing with a new problem, it will save 
the information and the solution the user chooses for future use. 
Natural Languages Systems: Natural language systems are systems that enable 
computers to except, interpret, and execute instructions in the natural language of the 
user. The intent of natural language systems is to create a more natural int ra ti n 
between human users and computers. Database query is the area that has benefited the 
most from natural language systems. Other areas appropriate for natural language include 
machine translati n, summarizing and searching bibli graphic texts, and analyzing style 
and sentence tructur . 
The bigg t ontributi n t tho ov Juti n f ma hine intelligcn y natural language and 
c nv r ati n yst ms j i'J1 th intr du ti n b tw on humans and machines. 
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Human Sensory Simulation: Simulation of human sensory capabilities focuses on 
seeing, hearing, speaking, and touching. I will focus on two systems: voice recognition 
and vision input systems. 
• Voice recognition systems - Allow the user to speak to the computer. Voice 
recognition systems are used to enable computers to see and understand its 
environment. 
• Vision input systems - are still in their infancy. The storage space and processing 
speed needed for a fully functional vision input system are too restrictive. The 
human vision process is extremely complex. One commercial use of vision input 
systems is in assembly line inspection robots. This type of system will have a 
camera placed over the assembly line to inspect parts for defects. The digitized 
camera image is compared to an image in a database. If a defect is found th 
system alerts the main assembly computer to bring it to the human operator' 
attention, and appropriate action can be taken. 
Robotics: Robotics is the integration of computers and robots. Robot ar taught t 
perform repetitive tasks. Intelligent robots incorporate the other disciplines of Al. Th y 
use human sensory simulation for touch, sight and hearing. A useful robot in use is a 
security rob t f r waroh u cs. They arc given an internal map of the area they are to 
patrol. They li ten f r abn rrnal s unds and I k f r intruders r fire. If an a n rmality 
is found th y ntact th auth rities and rnpl y 'C . An ther useful r ot collects 
aluminum ans an 1 thra h i11 off o buildings oft r v ry n ha I fl fi r the day. 
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The basis of a robot's intelligence is in its programming. A knowledge base may be used 
for the robot to figure out what to do if it finds a fire. They must be aware of their 
surroundings and where they are in their surroundings. They will faithfully sense their 
particular purpose. 
Neural Networks: Neural networks are a fairly new addition to the field of artificial 
intelligence. Neural networks are a simulation of the processes of the human brain. As 
Rao (1995) explain, "The human brain uses a web of interconnected processing elements 
called neurons to process information." 
Simply, neural networks a:re a system of interconnected computing elements. The 
individual elements are data objects commonly referred to as nodes or neurons. A 
weighted signal is sent into the network. Each node has only one output based on its 
input. The input spreads through the network forming a pattern. Information is stored as 
the pattern of interconnection that is formed between the nodes. 
The behavior of a neural network is more human than conventional computer systems. 
Rosenfield states, "They learn, forget and most importantly, they can be structur d so that 
they self-organize to represent information and solve problems." (1995). Neural networks 
are not very go d at lving simple pr bl ms. They arc best at solving comp! x probl ms 
that cann t be lvod by a implc alg rithm. They nrc als very g d at solving prob! m 
who c input i n i y. Neural nctw rk can be built t s lv spe i fie pr bl ms but they 
are most u (ul ri r th ir ability t I am. A tring f input is intr due d t the network 
along with th d ir d r suit. 'I ho n tw rk will ri rm th s luti n. • r thi r as n neural 
n tw rks ar th ma I r of putt rn rccogniti n. 
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Incorporate fuzzy logic and this ability is increased ten fold. 
The major fields of interest for neural networks make use of the neural networks ability 
to filter noise and recognize patterns. These fields are handwriting and speech 
recognition, and predicting stock patterns. Neural networks are also found in fields such 
as finance, reading IRS tax forms, defense systems, and vehicle control. 
2.2.2 The History of Artificial Intelligence 
Evid nee of Artificial Intelligence folklore can be traced back to ancient gypt, but with 
the development of the electronic computer in 194 l, the technology finally became 
available to create machine intelligence. The term artificial intelligence was first coin d 
in 1956, at the Dartmouth conference, and since then AI has expanded because of the 
theories and principles developed by its dedicated researchers. Through this short modem 
history, advancement in the fields of AI have been slower than first estimated, progress 
continues to be made. From its birth four decades ago, there have been a variety f Al 
programs, and they have impacted each other technological 
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advancements. 
Birth of Al Start of DOD's 
advanced 
research project 
1968 
First 
electronic 
computer 
Dartmouth 
Conference 
Al system beat 
human chess master 
Al based 
hardware sold 
in $425 millions 
First expert system 
1941 1949 1956 1958 1963 
LISP 
language 
developed 
First 
commercial 
stored program 
Microworld program 
SHRDLU created 
Logic Theorist 
developed 
Figure 2.1 Tirneline of major AI event 
2.3 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 
2.3.1 Introduction 
1970 1972 1986 1991 
- , l 
Al 
use 
des 
Prolog language 
developed 
mllltary system 
d effectively In 
ert storm 
Over the last few years, case-based reasoning ( BR) ha gr wn fr m a rath r specif 
and isolated research area to a field of widespread interest, as seen by its incr ased share 
of paper at major c nf r nc , avail a le c mrnorcial t ls, and ucc ssful applicati ns in 
daily u . BR is a problom-s lving parudlgrn lhnt in many re p cts is fundamentally 
diff r nt fr m th r mujor A [ appr a hes. In l ad r r lyi11' s lely n general kn wledge 
fa pr bl m d main or makinu uss ·inli ns al 11; g ·11 ruliz ·d rclat: nship bctwe n 
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problem descriptors and conclusions, CBR is able to utilize the specific knowledge of 
previously experienced, concrete problem situations (cases). A new problem is solved by 
finding a similar past case, and reusing it in the new problem situation. A second 
important difference is that CBR also is an approach to incremental, sustained learning, 
since a new experienced is retained each time a problem has been solved, making it 
immediately available for future problems. 
Reasoning by using past cases is a powerful and frequently applied way to solve 
problems for humans. This claim is also supported by results from cognitive 
psychological research. Part of the foundation for the case-based approach, is its 
psychological plausibility. Several studies have given empirical evidence for the role of 
specific, previously experienced situations (what we call cases) in human problem 
solving developed a theory of learning and reminding based on retaining of experience in 
a dynamic, evolving memory structure. People use past cases as models when learning to 
solve problems, particularly in early learning. Other results indicate that the use of past 
cases is a predominant problem solving method among experts a s well. 
In CBR terminology, a as usually denotes a problem situation. A pr viously 
experi need ituation, which ha been captured and I arned in a way that it can b reus d 
in the lving of future problem , is r forr d to us a past case, previ us case stor d case 
or retained cas rr sp ndingly, a now case r Ll11S lved a the description of a 
n w pr bl m t b ' Iv d, ns -ba d r us ning i, - in If ct - a cyclic and integrated 
f s lving pr bl m I arnirtz fr m ti is exp ricncc, lving a new Ir blcr , etc. 
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A very important feature of case-based reasoning is its coupling to learning. The driving 
force behind case-based methods has to be a large extent come from the machin learning 
community, and case-based reasoning is also regarded a subfield of machine learning. 
Thus, the notion of CBR does not only denote a particular reasoning method, irrespective 
of how the cases are acquired, it also denotes a machine learning paradigm that enables 
sustained learning by updating the case base after a problem has been solved. Learning in 
CBR occurs as a natural by-product of problem solving. When a problem is successfully 
solved, the experience is retained in order to solve similar problems in the future. When 
an attempt to solve a problem fails, the reason for the failure is identified and 
remembered in order to avoid the same mistake in the future. 
Case-based reasoning favors learning from experience, since it is usually easier to learn 
by retaining a concrete problem solving experience than to generalize from it. till, 
effective learning in CBR requires a well worked out set of methods in order to extract 
relevant knowledge from the experience, integrate a case into an existing knowl dg 
structure, and index the case for later matching with similar cases. 
2.3.2 History of BR 
Th w rd hank and Ab I' n in 1 77 i wid ly h Id t be the ngin f R. They 
cl th 1.t ur g n rut kn wlcdg ab ut s ituati n i rec rd d a cripts that all w u 
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to set up expectations and perform inferences. Scripts were proposed as a structure for 
conceptual memory describing information about stereotypical events such as, going to a 
restaurant or visiting a doctor. However, experiments on scripts showed that they were 
not a complete theory of memory representation because people often confused events 
that had similar scripts. For example, a person might mix up room scenes from a visit to a 
doctor's office with a dentist's office. Such observations fell in line with the theories of 
concept formation, problem solving and experiential learning within philosophy and 
psychology. 
Roger Schank continued to explore the role that the memory of previous situations (i.e. 
cases) and situation patterns or memory organization packets (MOPs) play both in 
problem solving and learning. At a similar time Gentler was developing a theoretical 
framework for analogy which also has relevance to CBR. Perhaps with the benefit with 
hindsight it is possible to find references of significance to CBR in Wittgenstein's 
observation that natural concepts such as tables and chairs are in fact polymorphic and 
can not be classified by a single set of instances (i.e. cases) with family res mblan 
This work has been cited by Aamodt and Plaza [94] as a philosophical basis for BR. 
Whilst the philos phical roots f I could p rhaps be claimed by many what is not in 
doubt i that it wa the w rk f R ger hank's gr up at Yal niv rsity in the early 
eighties that pr duccd both a c gnitiv m del for R and th first R a1 plications 
based up n this mod J. Junot I< lodnor d v I p d th irst 1 syst m called YR 
YR c ntain cl I nowl dg , us cases, f tho travels and meetings f ex- • ccretary- 
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of-State Cyrus Vance. CYRUS was an implementation of Schank's dynamic memory 
model. Its case-memory model later served as the basis for several other CBR systems 
including MEDIATOR, CHEF, PERSUADER, CASEY, and JULIA. 
An alternative approach came from Bruce Porter's work, at the University of Texas in 
Austin, into heuristic classification and machine learning resulting in the PROTOS 
system. PROTOS unified general domain knowledge and specific case knowledge into a 
single case memory model. GREBE, a system operating in legal domain, took this work 
further. 
It is perhaps so surprise that since the practice of law is largely based upon precedence 
and the notion of cases, that there has been some interest from this sector in BR 
Edwine Rissland is a group in the University of Massachusetts in Amherst who 
developed HYPO. hi HYPO cases representing legal precedents are used to interpret a 
court situation and to produce arguments for both the defenses and the prosecutors. This 
system was later combined with rule-based reasoning to produce ABAR T. 
CBR research i not r strictcd to the US, but it was slower to get started in Europ . 
Amongst the first cit d ur pean w rk is that f Derek Iceman's gr up from Aberdeen 
in Scotland. They tudied the use I case for kn wledge acqui iti n, dev l ping the 
REFINER sy tom. At a similar time Miko Keane fr n Trinity llcgc ublin 
undertook c gnitiv CJ 11 r ' ur h int anal gi al roas ning that ha su sequently 
influcn d R. 
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On continental Europe Michael Richter and Klaus Althoff from the University of 
Kaiserslautem applied CBR to complex diagnosis. This has given rise to the P ATDEX 
system and subsequently to the CBR tool, S3-Case. Agner Aamodt at the University of 
Trondheim has investigated the learning facet of CBR and the combination of cases and 
general domain knowledge resulting in CREEK. 
In the UK, CBR seems to be particularly applied to civil engineering. A group at the 
University of Salford is applying CBR techniques to fault diagnosis, repair and 
refurbishment of buildings. Yang and Robertson in Edinburgh are developing a BR 
system for interpreting building regulations, a domain reliant upon the concept of 
precedence. Whilst another group i11 Wales applying CBR to the design of motorway 
bridges. 
Further a field there is active CBR groups in Israel, India and Japan. However the 
increasing number of CBR papers in AI journals and the increasing number f 
commercially successful CBR applications is likely to ensure that many more countries 
take an active inter st in BR in the future. As an indicator the ritish omput r oci ty 
Specialist roup n xpcrt ystcrn has hold BR worksh ps suitabl f r novic sat both 
it last confer nee. 
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2.3.3 How CBR Work? 
Problt&:l'n 
l 
: : : : Ge".n. er~I .... : : : 
: : : : ~~·~·~·'~.~~::: ........... . . . . . . . . . . . 
Conffnnec 
So/ut1on 
Figure 2.2 CBR Cycle (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994, AI Communication) 
The CBR process can be represent by a schematic cycle, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
Conceptually, the CBR solves problems following the four phases (Aamodt and Plaza 
1994): 
• Retrieve the most similar case(s) 
• Reuse the case(s) to attempt to solve the problem 
• Revise th proposed s lution if necessary 
• Retain th 11 w s Juli n as a part fa now case 
During retrieval th m st imilar a r a cs in th asc ba c arc d l rrnin d, based on 
the new pr I 111 d s ripti it uring rem; th inf rmuti 11 and kn wlcdgc in the 
r tri v d a (s) i u d to solv th now pr bl 111. Th new pr blcrn dcscripti n i 
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combined with the information contained in the old case to form a solved case. During 
revision the applicability of the proposed solution is evaluated in the real world. If 
necessary and possible, the proposed case must be adapted in some way. If the case 
solution generated during the revise phase must be kept for future problem solving, the 
case base is updated with a new learned case in the retain phase. CBR is concerned with 
assessing similarity between cases. Therefore, the higher the number of cases, the more 
powerful is the CBR system. 
The RETRIEVE process in CBR is different from the process in a database. When user 
wants to query data, the database only retrieves some data using an exact matching while 
a CBR can retrieve data using an approximate matching. As shown in Figure 2.2, the 
CBR cycle starts with the description of a new problem, which can be solved by 
retrieving previous cases and reusing solved cases, if possible, giving a suggested 
solution or revising the solution, retaining the repaired case and incorporating it into the 
case base. However, this cycle rarely occurs without human intervention that is usually 
involved in many RETAIN step. Many application systems and tools act as a case 
retrieval system, such as some help desk systems and customer support systems. 
BR systems store knowledge in four different kn wledge containers (Richt r, 1995):- 
• Vocabulary 
• asc ba 
• irnilarity ass s m nt 
• oluti n odaptatioo 
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The following describe the CBR systems in more details: 
Case representation 
A case is a contextualized piece of knowledge representing an experience. It contains the 
past lesson that is the content of the case and the context in which the lesson can be used. 
Typically, a case comprises: 
• Problem that describes the state of the world when the case occurred 
• Solution, which states the derived solution to that problem 
• Outcome that describes the state of the world after the case occurred 
Cases, which comprise problems and their solutions, can be used to derive solutions to 
new problems. Cases comprising problems and outcomes can be used to evaluate new 
situations. If, in addition, such cases contain solutions they can be used to evaluate the 
outcome of proposed solutions and prevent potential. Cases can be represented in a 
variety of forms using full range of Al representational formalism is inclu ing fram 
objects, predicates, semantic nets, and values - the frame/object representation curr ntly 
being used by the majority of BR software. 
There is a lack of c ns nsus within the BR community as t exactly what information 
should be in a as . Howov r, tw pragrnuti rn a ures can be taken int account in 
d ciding what sh uld be r pr sent d iJ1 ens : th fun ·ti nulity and the case f acquisition 
f th inf rrnati n r ·pr ontod in the aso. 
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Case Indexing 
Case indexing involves assigning indices to cases to facilitate their retrieval. Several 
guidelines on indexing have been proposed by CBRresearchers. Indices should be: 
• Predictive 
• Address the purposes the case will be used 
• Abstract enough to allow for widening the future use of the case base 
• Concrete enough to be recognized in future 
Both manual and automated methods have been used to select indices. Choosing indices 
manually involves deciding a case's purpose with respect to the aims of the reasoned and 
deciding under what circumstances the case will be useful. There are an ever increasing 
number of automated indexing methods including: 
• Indexing cases by features and dimensions that tend to be predictive across th 
centre domain that is, descriptors of the case which are responsible for s lving it 
or which influence its outcome. In this method the domain is analyzed and the 
dimensions that tend to be important are computed. These arc put in a ch ckli t 
and all cases are indexed by their values along these dimensions. 
• Difference-based indexing selects indices that differentiate a case from other 
cases. uring this pr ccss, tho system disc vcrs which features of a case 
differentiate a case fr m thcr similar cases, h sin a· indicc those featur s 
that diff r mtiru use be t. 
• imilarity and xplanati n- a. d ' ncrulivati 11 mcth ds, which pr duce an 
appr print s t f indicc f r abstract a cs created fr m a cs that har som 
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common set of features, whilst the unshared features are used as indices to the 
original cases. 
• Inductive learning methods, which identify, predictive features that are then used 
as indices. 
• Explanation-based techniques, which determine relevant features for each case. 
This method analyses each case to find which of their features predictive ones are. 
Those features then indexed cases. 
However, despite the success of many automated methods, Janet Kolodner believes that 
people tend to do better at choosing indices than algorithms, and th refore for practical 
applications indices should be chosen by hand. 
Case Storage 
Case storage is an important aspect in designing efficient CBR systems in that, it should 
reflect the conceptual view of what is represented in the case and take into account the 
indices that characterize the case. The case base should be organized into a manageable 
structure that supports efficient search and retrieval methods. A balance has to be f und 
between storing methods that preserve the semantic richness of cases and their indices 
and methods that simplify the access and retrieval of relevant cases. These methods are 
usually referred t as case memory models. Tho tw m t influential ca m mory 
models are the dynamic memory model and the category-exemplar model. 
The Dynnmic Memory Model 
Tho dynamic rn m ry m cl I in this m th d is ornpriscd r men ry rganizaticn 
pa kots (M Ps). M P ur 11 Ji rm I frame and arc the basic unit in dyna ic 
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memory. They can be used to represent knowledge about classes of events using two 
kinds ofMOPs: 
• Instances representing cases, events or objects 
• Abstractions representing generalized versions of instances or of other 
abstractions 
The case memory, m a dynamic memory model, is a hierarchical structure of 
episodic memory organization packets (E-MOPs), also referred to as generalized 
episode (GEs) developed from Schank's more general MOP theory. The basic idea is 
to organize specific cases which share similar properties under a more general 
structure. A GE contains three different types of objects: norms, cases and indic s. 
Norms are features common to all cases indexed under a GE. Indices are features 
which discriminate between a GE's cases. An index may point to a more specific 
generalized episode or to a case, and is composed of an index name and an index 
value. 
The case-memory is a discrimination network where nodes are either a GE, an index 
name, index value or a case. Index-name value pairs point from a G to another 
or case. The primary role of a GE is as an indexing structure for storing, matching 
and retrieval of cases. During case storage when a feature (i.e. index name and ind 
value) fa new case matches u feature ran exi ting case a new ... is er at d. The 
tw case ar th n di crirninatcd by indexing them und r differ nt indices belo the 
new (a urninz cases are not identi al). Thus, the mcm ry is dynamic in that 
irnilar part f tw as s nrc dynaml ally gen raliz ·cl int a new 
ind d und r th • by their cliff ron s. 
the ca es being 
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case numbers increase. So for practical purposes most CBR systems using this 
method limit the number of permissible indices to a limited vocabulary. 
GENER AL IZED EPISODE 1 
The norms part of a gen•raliz:ed 
ep1sode ooni:a1n absi:raoi: ge-neral 
information i:hai: oharaoi:eriz:e i:he 
oases organized below ii: 
This model organizes cases based on the view that the real world should be defined 
extentionally with cases being referred to as exemplars. The case m m ry is a 
GENER AL IZED EPISODE 2 
Norms of oas•s 1 , 2, 4 
network structure of categories, semantic relations, cases and index pointers. Ea h 
m<Jk;#s: ~~------ 
lndj><1 ind•14 1ndix:5 
veJu 1 v 1ue:5 v 1u•6 
I I I 
oes 1 oas•2 oas•4 
case is associated with a category. Different case features are assigned different 
Figure 2.3 The Dynamic Memory Model 
~ The Category-Exemplar Model 
importance in describing a case's membership to a category. Three types of indices 
are provided, which may p int t a case r catcg ry: 
• Featur links - p int from pr bl m le cript rs (f aturc 
cat g ry 
a case or 
• as links - p 'int fr m atog n to its ass ciat d ase , and 
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• Different links - pointing from categories to the neighboring cases that 
only differ in a small number of features 
A feature is described by a name-value pair. A category's exemplars are stored according 
to their degree of prototypically to the category. Within this memory organization, the 
categories are inter-linked within a semantic network containing the features and 
intermediate states referred to by other terms. This network represents a background of 
general domain knowledge that enables explanatory support to some CBR tasks. A new 
case is stored by searching for a matching case and by establishing the relevant feature 
indices. If a case is found with only minor differences to the new case, the new case may 
not be retained, or the two cases may be merged 
Retrieval 
Given a description of a problem, a retrieval algorithm, using the indices in the case- 
memory, should retrieve the most similar cases to the current problem or situation. The 
retrieval algorithm relies on the indices and the organization of the memory to direct the 
search to potentially useful cases. The issue of choosing the best matching case has been 
addressed by research into analogy. This approach involves using heuristics to constrain 
and direct the search. ev ral algorithms have been implcm ntcd t r tri vc appropriate 
cases, for example: erial search, hierarchical search and simulated parallel search. 
a c-bus d roa orung wil) 1 r udy f r larg • cal 1 r bl m nly when retrieval 
alg rithm s ar ffici nt ut handling th usands . ca cs. nliko data asc searchers that 
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with heuristics and that perform partial matches, since in general there is no existing case 
that exactly matches the new case. The following are well known m thods for case 
retrieval: 
• Nearest neighbor 
• Induction 
• Knowledge guided induction 
• Template retrieval 
These methods can be used alone or combined into hybrid retrieval strategies. 
i. Nearest Neighbor 
This approach involves the assessment of similarity between stored cases and the new 
input case, based on matching a weighted sum of features. The biggest problem here 
is to determine the weights of the features. The limitation of this approach includes 
problems in converging on the correct solution and retrieval times. In general the use 
of this methods leads to the retrieval time increasing linearly with the numb r f 
cases. Therefore, this approach is more effective when the case base is relatively 
small. 
ii. Induction 
Indu ti n alg rithm d l rrnin whi h fcatur cl the be l · b in discriminating c· es, 
and g n rat a d ci i 11 tr typo structur t rganizc th ascs in mem ry. This 
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approach is useful when a single case feature is required as a solution, and where that 
case feature is dependent upon others. 
iii. Knowledge guided induction 
This method applies knowledge to the induction process by manually identifying case 
features that are known or thought to affect the primary case feature. This approach is 
frequently used in conjunctions with other techniques, because the explanatory 
knowledge is not always readily available for large case bases. 
iv. Template retrieval 
Similar to SQL-like queries, template retrieval returns all cases that fit within certain 
parameters. This technique often used before other techniques, such as nearest 
neighbor, to limit the search space to a relevant section of the case base. 
Adaptation 
Once a matching case is retrieved, a BR system should adapt the solution stor d in th 
retrieved case t the needs f the current case. Adaptati n I k f r pr min nt diff r nccs 
between the rctriov d case and the current case and then applies f rrnula r rules that take 
tho e diff r nc s int ace unt when suggc ting as luti n. ln gen ral, th re arc tw kinds 
of adaptati n in BR: 
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• Structural adaptation - adaptation rules are applied directly to the solution 
stored in cases. 
• Derivation al adaptation - reuses the algorithms, methods or rul s that generated 
the original solution to produce a new solution to the current problem. In this 
method the planning sequence that constructed the original solution must be 
stored in memory along with the solution. Derivational adaptation, sometimes 
referred to a reinsta.ntiation, can only be used for cases that are well understood. 
An ideal set of adaptation rules must be strong enough to generate complete solutions 
from scratch, and an efficient CBR system may need both structural adaptation rules to 
adapt poorly understood solutions and derivational mechanisms to adapt solutions of 
cases that are well understood. Several techniques, ranging from simple to complex, have 
been used in CBR for adaptation. These include: 
• Null adaptation - A direct simple technique that applies whatever solution is 
retrieved to the current problem without adapting it. Null adaptation is useful for 
problems involving complex reasoning but with a simple solution. 
• Parameter adjustment - A structural adaptation technique that compar s 
specified parameters f the retrieved and current case to modify th solution in an 
appropriate direction. 
• Abstraction and resp tcialisation - A general structural adaptati n technique that 
is used in a basic way t achieve simple adaptati n and in a c mplex way to 
gen rat n v I, r utivc s luti ns. 
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• Critic-based adaptation - In which a critic looks for contributions of features that 
can cause a problem in a solution. Importantly, the critic is aware of repairs for 
these problems. 
• Reinstantiation - It is used to instantiate features of an old situation with new 
features. 
• Derivational replay - It is the process of using the method of deriving an old 
situation or solution piece to derive a solution in the new situation. 
• Model-guided repair - Uses a casual model to guide adaptation, which is used for 
diagnosis and learning in auto machines, and used in the design of physical 
devices. 
• Case-based situation - Uses cases to suggest solution adaptation. 
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Figure 2.4 A Task-Method Decomposition of CBR 
2.3.4 CBR and Other Techniques 
Every type of technology has got advantages and disadvantages. The table below sh ws 
the appropriate time in using different forms of systems. 
When not to use When to u 
Complex poorly structured data 
and fuzzy qu ric r quir d 
Technolo 
Well-structured, standardized 
data and simple preci e queries 
ossiblo 
Databases 
Stati tics 
f textual dutn Jnfi rmation 
Retri val r woll- 
data with a w 11- 
Rulu-bn d !cm area 
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Systems problem area and justification by that constantly changes 
rule-trace acceptable 
Machine Generalizable rules are required Rules are not required, and 
Leaming from a large training set and justification by rule-trace IS 
justification by rule-trace lS unacceptable 
acceptable 
Neural Networks Noisy numerical data for pattern 
recognition or signal processing 
Case-Based Poorly understood problem area When case data is not available, 
Reasoning with complex structured data or complex adaptation IS 
that changes slowly with time required, or if an exact optimum 
and justification required answer is required 
Table 2.1 Technologies Comparisons (Ian Watson, 1997) 
2.3.5 CBR Applications 
The applications of CBR are divided into two sub-sections. The first CBR applications 
are primarily the product of academic research. These systems, mostly developed in the 
US, demonstrate certain features of CBR. They were viewed as demonstrators, as there is 
little evidence they have been used in real situations. Although CBR is a relatively new 
method, there have been several successful commercial applications. The second sub- 
section discusses three such applications. The first developed at Lockheed is usually cit d 
as the first commercial CBR application. Lockheed's CLAVIER system has already 
become the classic BR system demonstrating that BR could be applied to solve a 
problem where no explicit model exi tcd, and can learn by acquiring new cases and to 
improve their perf rmancc with time. 
The sec nd developed by ritish Airways show h w BR techniqu s are easily 
accepted by us r because f BR's intuitive fe I and how r taining the rich c ntcxt fa 
a c has advanta · v r the distill d kn wl dg ass ciatcd with rulc-ba syst ms. he 
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final system developed for Legal and General shows how CBR can be implemented 
rapidly and can be maintained by users. 
2.3.5.1 Classification of CBR Applications 
CBR applications can be classified into two categories: 
• Analytic tasks - Focusing on analyzing situation where classification on the new 
situation always involved. A new case is matched against those in the case base 
from which an answer can be given. The solution from the best matching case is 
then reused. In fact, most commercial CBR tools support analytic tasks. 
• Synthesis tasks - Attempt to get a new solution by combining previous solutions 
and there are a variety of constraints during synthesis. Usually, they are harder to 
implement. CBR systems that perform synthesis tasks must make use of 
adaptation and are usually hybrid systems combining CBR with other techniques 
[Watson, 1997]. Synthesis task usually will infinite (or at least very large) 
solution space. 
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Configuration 
CSR Systems 
Analytic 
Tasks 
Synthesis 
Tasks 
Prediction Classification 
Assesment Diagnosis Process Control 
Medical Diagnosis Equipment Failure 
Figure 2.5 A Classification Hierarchy of CBR Applications [Althofff et. El., 1997] 
2.3.5.2 Implementation of Academic Research 
The following is an indication of the range of problems to which BR has been applied: 
Knowledge acquisition 
The R FIN R pr gram i a knowledge acquisiti n y tern that helps an expert refine his 
knowledge in a m re natural way than extracting rule fr m an expert. The system has 
the ability t r gnize lu ificati ns that ar inc nsi t nt and t suggest ways of 
r solving inc n ist n y. R ii~ IN 1 Ruse both inf rrcd rule' a w 11 as individual cases. 
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Legal reasoning 
JUDGE represents a case-based model of criminal sentencing. The program starts with a 
simple set of strategies for forming sentences and then begins to retriev reminding of its 
own cases for developing new sentences. JUDGE can be used to reason about murder, 
manslaughter and assault cases. JUDGE has five stages of operations which are: 
interpretation, retrieval, differential analysis, application and modification, and 
generalization. JUDGE uses case base to maintain a consistent sentencing pattern. 
Explanation 
SWALE is a case-base creative explainer. It has library of cases for explaining why 
animals and people die. If SW ALE is given an anomalous event such as the death of a 
healthy, young horse, it searches for explanations of death in other context such as rock 
stars dying from drug overdoses or a spouse being murdered for life insurance, and then 
SW ALE tries to adapt those explanations to fit the current situation. 
Diagnosis 
CASEY is a system which diagn sis heart failure. As input it uses a pati nt's symptoms 
and produces a causal network of possible internal states that could lead to those 
sympt ms. Wh n an w case aris s A Y tries t find cases r patients with similar but 
11 t nee ssarily id ntical ympt ms. If the n w co e rnatchc then A Y adapts the 
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retrieved diagnosis by considering differences in symptoms between the old and new 
cases. 
Arbitration 
MEDIATOR works in the domain of dispute resolution. Given a conflict between several 
parties, it proposes possible compromises. If one proposal fails to satisfy all the parties 
involved, it generates new proposals and records the failure for avoiding a similar failure 
in the future. 
Design 
JULIA is a case-based designer that works in the domain of meal planning. It uses cases 
to propose solutions, decomposing the problem as necessary and posting constraints to 
guide synthesis. It exploits a repertoire of adaptation methods to transform previous 
dishes in order to meet the constraints of the current problem. These adaptation methods 
are used in both to modify previous cases and repair previous decisions that have been 
invalidated by constraints that arrive late. 
CADET is a case-based design system that functions as designer's assistant for 
mechanical design. It retrieves previous successful designs while avoiding previous 
failures such as poor materials or high costs. AD T transforms abstract d scriptors of 
the derived bchavi r of the device into a description that can be used to retrieve relevant 
designs and generat a variety f quivalent alternative designs f r a given set f design 
specifications. 
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Planning 
BATTLE projects the results for plan evaluation in the domain of land warfare planning. 
The system was built from an existing database of 600 cases. The user describes a battle 
situation and chosen battle plan. BATTLE retrieves cases that are composed of pieces of 
battles and experts' evaluations, to project the outcome. 
Repair and adaptation 
CHEF creates new recipes from old ones. CHEF begins planning by finding a recipe that 
satisfies as many of its active goals as possible. It uses a set of object critics and 
modification rules to change the old recipes and satisfy the goal of the new one. One of 
the important aspects of CHEF is explanation of failures through a causal description of 
why they occurred. CHEF links recipes to a failure's explanation to predict the failure in 
similar circumstances. CHEF stores new recipes indexed by the goals that they satisfy 
and the problems that they avoid. 
2.3.6 Advantages of CBR 
CBR provides a number of advantages over alternative approaches: 
• Doe not require extensive analysis f d main knowledge. BR p rmits problem 
solving even i f domain kn wledge is incomplete. The m st imp rtant thing is to 
kn w h w t c mpare two cases. 
• AU w sh rtcut in r us ning. If a uitabl JS f und, a solution can be 
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• Lead to improved explanation capability in situations where the most 
comprehensible explanations are those that involve specific instances. 
• Help avoid past errors and learn from the errors and success. In CBR, the system 
keeps a record of each situation that occurred for future reference. 
• High user acceptance. 
• Make use of existing data, e.g. Database. 
• Reduce the knowledge acquisition effort. In traditional knowledge-based system, 
acquisition of general knowledge is difficult. CBR system requires less general 
knowledge because most general knowledge is in case base. Case knowledge is 
easier to acquire. 
• Required less maintenance effort. This is because cases are independent from 
each other. Furthermore, domain expert and novices understand cases quite easy. 
Maintenance of CBR system can be done by just adding and deleting cases. 
2.3.7 Disadvantages of CBR 
• A case-based reasoner might be tempted to use old cases blindly relying on 
previous experience without validating it in the new situation. 
• A case-based reasoner might allow cases to bias him or her or it too much in 
solving a new probl m. 
• ften poop] ·, e p cially novi cs, ore not r minded f th · m t ar pr priate sets f 
ca s when th y arc roa ning. 
• a data on be hard t gather. 
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• Predictions are limited to the cases that have been observed. 
2.3.8 CBR and Other Reasoning Methods 
Other than case-based reasoning, there are many other reasoning methods can be used in 
solving problems. Rule-based reasoning and model-based reasoning are both the most 
common reasoning methods to be used in this field. How does case-based reasoning 
compare with other heuristic method? 
The major difference between case-based and rule-based reasoning is the size of the 
chunks used of reasoning. This leads to a number of other differences, most of which is 
that rule-based reasoning is a process of composing large number of small chunks to get a 
solution, while case-based reasoning is a process of adapting small of large chunks. Case- 
based reasoning been shown to be more efficient in several solutions. 
The relationship between case-based and model-based reasoning is more complementary. 
Both were created to avoid reasoning from scratch, and both arc committed to r asoning 
with large chunks of knowledge. The knowledge they use h wcver, is quit diff r nt 
with models representing general knowledge and cases representing specific knowledge. 
The conclusion is that both arc needed f r reasoning about c mpe real-w rid ituations, 
especially c 111111 n sense, in which much i unkn wn. 
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Travel and tourism is the leading application field in the b2c e-commerce, it represents 
nearly 50% of the total b2c turnover. Already in the past travel, applications were at the 
forefront of Information Technology, i.e., the airline Computerized Reservation Systems 
in the early 60s. The industry and its product have rather specific features, which explain 
this circumstance: the product is a confidence good, consumer decisions are solely based 
on information beforehand; and the industry is highly networked, based on worldwide 
cooperation of very different types of stakeholders. Consequently, this industry depends 
on advanced IT applications. As such, travel and tourism may serve as an example of 
what happens and will happen in the emerging e-markets, pointing at structural changes 
as well as challenging application scenarios. 
Despite unfulfilled business and stock market expectations, in some sectors such as the 
travel and tourism industry online transactions are rapidly increasing. This industry is the 
leading application in the b2c arena. The travel and tourism industry is witnessing an 
acceptance of e-commerce to the extent that the structure of the industry and the way 
business is conducted is changing. The Internet used not nly fi r inf rmati n gathering; 
there is an obvious acceptance of rdoring services over the Internet. A new type of user 
is emerging; they b come their own travel agents and build their travel packages 
themselves. 
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This importance of e-commerce can be explained by the features of the industry, but it 
highlights also another issue, not less important: e-commerce and especially the Web are 
not only transaction and business oriented, it is also a medium of curiosity, of creating 
communities or having just fun, all of which may or may not result into business. 
Especially the tourism product has to do with emotional experiences; it is not just 
business [Werthner, 2001]. 
The travel and tourism industry is a global (and a globalization) industry, with very 
specific features: 
• Travel and tourism represents approx. 11 % of the worldwide GDP (following the 
tourism satellite account method of the World Travel & Tourism Council). 
• There will be one Billion international arrivals in the year 2010 (following the 
World Tourism Organization). And tourism grows faster than the other economic 
sectors. 
• It represents a cross-sectoral industry, including many related economic sectors 
such as culture, sport or agriculture, where over 30 different industrial 
components have been identified that serve travelers. 
• The product is perishable, complex and emotional: i) a hotel bed not sold for one 
night repres nts a lost inc me. uppliers are in a risky ituation, which can be 
reduced if ace s to informati n is available; ii) the t urism pr duct i a bundle of 
basic product , aggregated by some intermediary. To upp rt the rather complex 
bundling pr luct mu t have woll d fin d int rfac with re p ct l c nsumer 
11 d prices r als distribution channels; iii) vacations arc cmoti nal xpericnce 
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structures that involve cognitive and sensory stimulations as well as affective 
responses to certain events. 
Tourism is an information based business, the product is a "confidence good"; an a priori 
comprehensive assessment of its qualities is impossible. Tourists have to leave their daily 
environment for consuming the product. At the moment of decision-making only a model 
of the product, its description, is available. This characteristic of tourism products entails 
high information search costs and causes informational market imperfections. 
Consequently, the industry has comparably long information and value chains. 
The Web facilitates new ways to meet changing consumer behavior and to reach new 
market segments, leading to an "infonnatization" of the overall tourism value chain. This 
allows different strategies to generate value [Sweet, 2001]: 
• Value extraction: increases efficiency and reduces costs, e.g., automation of 
processes or outsourcing to clients such as self check-in of hotel guests or airline 
passengers. 
• Value capturing: client and sales data are used to support the marketing, e.g. data 
mining for forecast or yield management. 
• Value adding: a linear c mbination of products I services t er at richer product 
bundles, e.g., now service quality for consumers such a linking m bile services 
to existing W b service t advise tourists during their trav I. 
• Value er ati n: tho f 011 i n nctw rk off t , o.g., I uri ls within a de tinati n 
parti ipat in rvi o dcfiniti n ind planning. 
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Such strategies allow for the design of new products and services, enlarging the range of 
options to customize and to configure products. IT and, more importantly, improved 
organizational procedures lower the price of customization, enabling individualized 
offerings based on mass customization. On the other side, configuration points at the 
bundling of different product or service components to integrated offerings. Core product 
can be combined with additional service elements in order to create integrated customer 
solutions. Given the dynamics of the sector and the emerging already very competitive 
electronic market, nearly all stakeholders ha.ve implemented their Internet strategy. 
Travel and tourism has also become the playing field for new entrants, either start-ups or 
companies from the media and IT sector. Since tourism is an information-based business, 
it fits well with their respective background. The overall trend points towards a further 
specialization and an ongoing deconstruction of the value chain paralleled by an 
integration of players and products. Companies will compete and cooperate at the same 
time, boundaries within the industry are blurring. 
The described business scenario is based on flexible network configurations and the 
further integration of consumers into internal business processes. Adding the tourist life 
cycle - taking int considerati n the mobility aspect [ travelers - nc can draw the 
following simplif d figure f linking tourists' life cycles with c mpanies' business 
processes. 
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Tourist life cycle 
Service deli ery 
Processes of the 
supply side 
R ·l.atinm:hi1> 
Com1111111i1 Pfanniug Mn rkcting Sales 
ourist 1 e eye e an companies processes - ot suppliers and 
intermediaries 
Obviously, processes cross company borders, leading to distributed b2b2c applications 
requiring cooperation between companies, and supporting also mobile communication 
with the consumer. Such a future business scenario is based on the assumption that 
technology - based on a common pervasive infrastructure - will become transparent 
invisible for the consumer; information will be available at home, the work place and 
during travel. Given such a "holistic" approach interleaving business and technology 
perspectives, what are specific requirements when looking at the user - machine 
interaction? What is the intelligence needed to supp rt c llaborati n nm ng companies 
within a netw rk d industry? These questions lead to interesting c nsiderati ns r garding 
system archit ctures. 
Th t uri rn bu in s hanging, M re pc iuliz d crvic s, flexible network 
c nfi zurati ns and Iurth r consumer tntograti n int int rnul busin s I r c sos will lead 
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to smart market places, integrating all stakeholders. The underlying IT scenario, enabling 
as well as enforcing this development, shows that tourism is an interesting field of 
application. But it also demonstrates that this industry poses hard challenges, which offer 
interesting research opportunities. This has also been acknowledged by many, placing 
tourism as one of the preferred application fields of the IT research. 
2.5 Case-Based Reasoning Development Tools 
To build a CBR system, a shell or development tools will be needed. The CBR developer 
can either build their own or buy the available tools :from the market. 
A CBR system tool, or SheJl, is a software development environment containing the basic 
components of CBR systems. Associated with a shell is a presented method for building 
applications by configuring and instantiating these components. 
Despite the fact that CBR is a recent innovation, there are at least ten commercially 
available tools with BR functionality. This is an impartial review and has no allegianc 
to any tool vendor. 
2.5.L ATheorcticnllyld"nll1entur St 
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A theoretically ideal CBR tool should support each of the main processes of CBR (i.e. 
retrieval, reuse, revision, and retain). In addition, the tool should support the developers 
in delivering an efficient solution and the tool must integrate with other systems. The 
following are the recommended function set: 
• Representation - This must support a full range of date types (e.g. numenc, 
string, Boolean and symbol) and should be able to structure cases in ways relevant 
to the application domain. Flat records of value: attribute pairs may be sufficient 
for some applications, but complex domains may require ordered symbol 
hierarchies, relationships between features and may benefit from object-oriented 
inheritance. 
• Retention - The case base should be organized into a manageable structure that 
supports efficient search and retrieval methods. A balance should be found 
between storing methods that preserve the semantic richness of cases and their 
indices and methods that simplify the access and retrieval of relevant cases. 
• Retrieval - Indexing of case will be necessary to make retrieval efficient so 
indexing must be supported. It may be automatic, but developers should be able to 
influence the process. If nearest neighbor is used, then case features should be 
able to weighted and similarity measures customized. If inductive techniques are 
used the index tree generated sh uld be p n to inspection and alteration by 
developers. 
• Revision - This requires th pr visi n within the t 1 fa pr grarnming language 
D r ca e adaptati n. Tho languago maybe Ir durul r u c KB t chniques. 
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The following are some other issues that are relevance to developers: 
• The tool should be able to manage large case-bases with retrieval times increasing 
linearly (at worst) with the number of cases. 
• The tool should support a variety of retrieval mechanisms and allow them to be 
mixed when necessary. 
• The tool should provide the developer with a variety of metrics to both assist the 
development of an efficient system and the maintenance of the case-base. 
• Since organizations may hold case data in existing databases, the tool should be 
able to import data from the full range of corporate databases. 
• A CBR tool should provide a good user interface both for the developers and for 
operational users. 
• Since it may be necessary to embed the developed application the tool should 
provide a C function library (or similar e.g. a DLL) or support the use of 
communication protocols such as MS Windows Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE). 
2.5.2 CBR Software Tools 
Theoreticians might argue that the current surge in interest in BR is due to the intuitive 
nature of BR and b cau e it may cl sely resemble human r as ning. (twarc vendors 
might argue that it i b cause Rt Is have made th the ry practi ally feasi le. There 
is truth in b th views but c rtninly, tho t Is hav ntribtncd, This ecti n reviews m st 
of the curr ntly available major BR t I . The to Is arc dealt with in alphabetical order. 
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The section concludes with a table that summarizes the functionality of the tools 
reviewed. 
Product Platforms 
Art*Enter A wide 
pnse variety of 
Inference PC, 
Corporati workstatio 
on n, DEC, 
IBMHP, 
and 
mainframe 
environme 
nt 
Re resentation 
Flat value 
attribute pairs 
supporting a 
full range of 
variable types 
Retrieval 
Nearest 
neighbor but 
can be using 
AR T's 
programmin 
g 
environment 
Ada tation 
Functions, 
rules and 
other 
knowledge- 
based 
techniques 
Interface 
Fully 
featured 
GUI bulder 
CASE-I 
As tea 
Intematio 
nal 
Case 
Power 
Inductive 
Solution 
Inc. 
CBR2 
Inference 
Corp. 
Eclipse 
The 
Halley 
Enterpris 
e 
stccrn 
Software 
Inc. 
PC 
Windows 
PC 
Windows, 
Macs 
OS/2 
PC 
Windows 
and MYS 
version 
Any 
ANS II 
nvironrn 
nt 
Wind ws 
NlX/ 
M ur 
Flat records Nearest 
supporting text neighbor 
and weighted and 
questions knowledge- 
guide 
retrieval 
MS Excel Nearest 
Spreadsheet neighbor 
ordered symbol 
hierarchies and 
nested cases 
Flat records 
supporting text 
and weighted 
questions 
Flat value 
attribute pairs 
supporting a 
foll range of 
variabl typo 
un be 
can 
n t d 
Nearest 
neighbor 
and 
knowledge- 
guide 
retrieval 
Nearest 
neighbor 
No 
adaptation 
features 
Interface 
cannot be 
customized 
Via Excel Excel 
functions 
and macros 
No 
adaptation 
features 
Functions, 
rules and 
other 
knowledge- 
based 
interface 
Tool Book 
Interface of 
CBR 
xprcss can 
be 
customiz d 
No 
interface, it 
rs only 
supplied as 
library 
nnd 
indu tiv 
(ID ) 
r lri val 
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KATE PC Hierarchical c Tool Book 
Acknosoft Windows cases Interface 
UNIX can be 
customized 
ReCall PC Hierarchical Nearest Daemons Graphical 
Soft Windows cases with neighbor developmen 
UNIX relationships and t 
inductive environment 
Re Mind Object-oriented Hierarchical Rules Customizabl 
Cognitive hierarchical cases e interface 
System cases 
Inc. 
Table 2.2 Summary of CBR Software Tools 
Anyway, of all the mentioned above, I have not chosen any of them. Instead, I have 
chosen XML as my CBR system development tool. 
2.6 Previous Work 
The applications of CBR in the tourism field are mostly still in research to be market as 
commercial product. There are only a few examples of travel recommender systems. The 
two most successful recommender systems, triplehop.com and vacationcoach.corn, can 
be classified primary as content-based. The user expresses needs, benefits and constraints 
using tho offered language (attributes) and the system matches this in a catalogue of 
destinations, Neither of these ystcms can support the user in building a user-defined 
travel. made of no r m re 1 cations t visit, an ace mrnodation and additional 
attractions (mu um thcatr f th so oxpl it the kn wledge 
contain d in pr vi. us un ollin 1 cssions st r d as ca c . 
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Chapter 3 Methodology and System Analysis 
This chapter will describe the methodology that I had used to complete my application 
system and the description of system analysis. 
3.1 Concept of Methodology 
Methodologies provide comprehensive guidelines to follow for c mpleting e ry acti ity 
in the system development life cycle (S L ) including pecific m d I t I and 
techniques. A methodology might be homegr wn r purchased from a c nsulting firm. 
3.1.l Waterfall Model 
1 have chosen this m I ecause it r ally pro id a high-I l i v 
thi pr ~ ct. Thi m del wa ch 
• V ry structured - Th 
• Pr •di .tab I 
ing r a ons: 
th mp! tin ch 
dov I p d within th tim frarn gi n. 
• lnvolv •' us •r pnrtl lpatlon - Rcquir in rmati n gath ring from the user in 
1 sy, t m th 11111 • tu ·r 11 .d t a realer e tend. 
• · oocl vi. ihiW All th r iquir 1 nt ca l id ·ntifi · a d 11 cfinc 
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• More efficiency - The time and resources can be well determined in order to 
enable devol p rs to manag th project mor ffici ntly. 
,, 
Project 
Planning - ,, 
- Requirement Definition 
1, 
- Design 
Development 
Integrating 
T t 
Installation & 
Acceptance 
Figure 3.1 Waterfall Model 
Th f II wing ar th de cripti ns f each pr c ss 111 
inv lved in thi pr ~ t: 
a) Plm111i11g 
A J r ram rnanag m nt plan is dcv I p d that d cum nt th approach to b used 
and includ m th d t I ta k r s urc , pr ~ ct sch dule and 
us ,,_ ir put. 
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b) Requirement 
In the first phase of the y tem development life cycle the system analysis is 
concerned with identifying prob! ms opportuniti s and obj ctives. The real problem 
is determined and the best solution is decided. Opportunities can be conceived of as 
the observation of the problem, and improvement can be defined as changes that will 
result in incr rnent yet worthwhile benefits. Then the sp cificati n and the 
constraints of the project can be determined to define information requirement. 
c) Design 
In this stage, planning is work out so that t 111 et th sp ci ficati n. h inf rmati n 
c II ct d carli r i u t a mpli h the I gi al d ign f th h anal st 
will design accurate data-entry procedur s files or databas s us r utput ith r n- 
screen or printed) that me ts inf rmati n n ds and finally th 
procedures to protect that system and the data. 
ntr l an 
ti) odin r 
uring thi pha c, th analy t w rk with th pr grarnm r t 
s Itwar that i n d d. Pr irarnm r law a k y r I in thi ph 
ri in l 
b c us they 
cl sign synta tical rr r fr rn the pr gram. T ensure quality a 
pr grun m r may nduct ithcr n d 'Sign r a c d walk-thr ugh t explain complex 
r Ih pr uum I II t 11111 
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e) Testing 
Before the system can be used, it must be tested. It is much less costly to catch 
problems before the system is signed over to users. A series of tests to pinpoint 
problems are run first with sample data and ev ntually with actual data from the 
current system. 
f) Operation 
In this last phase of the system development, the analyst helps impl m nt the yst m 
that involves training the users to handle the system. The v ndor d s m training 
but oversight of trainings is the responsibility of the system analy t. Addi ti nail th 
analyst needs to plan f r a mo th nv rsi n fil n . hi 
process includes converting file from old formats to new n s r building a dat. 
installing equipment and bringing th new yst m into producti n. 
g) Documentation 
Thi int rat d pr ces takes place v ry ph . A ti iti h pha ar 
d cument d in th r port f rm s that t pr vid a 1 ar i w f th pr h 
tag . 
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3.2 Case-Based Reasoning Overview 
Case-based reasoning ( BR) is modeling human in solving probl m by relying heavily 
on memory of experiences, which is called cases in CBR. Consider a simple everyday 
problem such as using an unfamiliar machine. Rather than starting from scratch hen 
learning how to use a new machine, people rely on memory of e cperiences with oth r 
machines. These memories allow them to derive shortcuts and anticipate pro !em that 
might arise by having previously o erved and olv d similar pr bl ms. 
Although previous cases provide important inf rmation f r d aling with th urr nt 
situation, they ar n t exactly the am . It w uld be n ary n r th p r n t 
provide a perfect description of the previous cas in rd r t r tri it fr m 111 m r . 
People are very good at r c gnizing similarities in situati n \l hil tr diti nal 
programming techniques require exact matching. 
BR ntains th Ji II wing f aturc : 
escripti n r the ·ri aturc r and Juli n t 
Jving a urr nt pr I m. 'I h . dc cri: ti n ar 
• A d s ripti n r the feature f th current r 
• pr Im t in 
h d scription is called 
the pr' 11 I ·d 1s • 
• n whi h pre vi I pnrtiul rulh ·r than mpl tc arching . 
2 
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The matching operation matches a presented case with pre ious cases by accumulating 
pieces of evidence that the curr nt cas is similar to a stor d case. A scoring formula 
converts the accumulated piec f evid nee int a singl score for the match between the 
presented case and any pr vious ca e. The stor d case with the highest scores has the best 
match to the presented case. Generally, the cases with the highest scores are returned by 
the case-based reasoning mechanism. 
In XML, cases are represented a objects. The features used by the matching mechanism 
are attributes of the case objects. Thes cases ar refer need by a case-base whi h i al 
an object. 
A case-based application has the ii !lowing c mpon nt : 
• ases that repre ent pr blems and theirs luti ns. 
• A case base where the cas s are st red. 
• A matching operati n for matching a new pres nted a 
in the ca e-ba e. 
in t th 
Build" iase bas 1 
• r at a a' b11 thut will h Id th P rlin nt cu c in n ati n. 
• fin th , i ini 1 0111 • uur · lhnt d s ribc the u 
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• Submit cases to the cas bas as obj cts whose attributes represent the case 
features. 
• Save the case-base index to a file. 
Query a case base 
• Load the case-base index file into XML. 
• Specify the match parameters, such as how many cases should be retrie ed and 
how precis ly they should match. 
• Build a pr sented-ca bject that d scrib a ituati n y u ' ould lik rnpar 
for matching against the tor d ca es f the cas base. 
• Pass this object to XML's match functions 
matching ca sin th ba . 
a li t f th 
• Refine th pr sent d-ca t if n ssary r p ting th pr 
n r tri th 
rm t p 
three until sufft ient inf rrnati n has b 
3.3 BR Vs th r Reasoning T chniqu 
1'hi ti ll di int ·d v ith l 1- re oning 
1111ny 
lnims. 
App 'Ill\ t 
Ii( rntur I , UPI rl th 
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Case-based reasoning ( BR) combin a cogniti e mod I d scribing hox people use and 
reason from past expcri nc with a t chn I gy f r finding and presenting such 
experience. CBR provides a conceptual framework in which to store operator experience 
and to later provide that experience to other operators to facilitate the situation 
assessment and solution formulation processe of RPD. This is accomplished by 
providing a cont xt in which the human operator can view the curr nt state and recent 
activities of the system and easy access to previous xperience. 
3.3.I CBR Vs Rule-Based Reasoning 
RBR knowl dge-bas d yst m typically provides nly rul tra 
of their activities, which ever an experienc d ystem p rat r hs 
In contrast, a case-based system is capable of explaining its acti iti 
case form which it wa r as ning th r 
infi rrnaj] n t guide ituati n a s s ment. 
k c an pl nati n 
i ff ult int rpr tin . 
in th nt xt fth 
r mu h m r u fut 
Many mpl x y t m are manage I in c ntr I p ri d which d ompos long durations 
r y t m mnnag ·111 nt int ntr r qu nee activiti s .g. aircraft 
fl i ht r I u n r a h i fl p I an i n n pr 
vi w d in ti idunlly n, 
th b11. is f 111 nut mnt • 11 n wl d 1 .-bn 
I plant . u h c ntr l cenan s can e 
. T icth r, th iy rn a cu c a e ' hich i 
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3.3.2 CBR Vs Model-Based Reasoning 
As in MBR know! dge-ba d yst m th last thirty years many knowledge-based 
systems have b en dcvcl p d that hav an e rplicit model of the problem domain in which 
they operate. In many such systems the model is implemented by rules and perhaps more 
recently by objects. In c nd-g nerati n yst ms a d ep underlying causal model exists 
that enables the system to reason from first principles in its application domain. Th r is 
little doubt that much MBR systems (whether they are deep r shall w an be ry 
successful. However there are five major roblems with this appr ach: 
1) Knowledg licitation i difficult. 
2) KB can be very complex and an tak many, many y ar t d 
3) KBS are frcqu ntly slow. 
4) KBS arc often poor at managing larg v lurn I inf rm ti n. 
5) Once developed, they are difficult t maintain. 
3.3.3 BR Advantage ov r 0th r R nsoning T chniqu 
P' pl lvo pr bl m by u ing th ir exp rienc . It no surpris that e 'pert and 
ixp ri n d rive fr 111 th um' r t. W' P ii that th c mrnunity , ass duced by 
rul p rl,' pr bl ·111 y applying their e perience 
whil t 011ly n vi · 1111 mpt I s Iv Y llpplyin ~ r rlc thay h· ve recently 
n quir cl. Th ap] Ii ali n l pr l I ms lvin 1 i, th· h llrna 
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CBR is propos d by some as a psychological theory of human cognition and one that 
provid a gniti mod 1 of ho' people solve problems. It offers a paradigm that is 
claimed to be close to th way people solve problems and one that overcomes the 
brittl n s ofMBR and RBR systems. 
Hence, there is a strong case for BR since it has several potential ad antages o er MBr 
and RBR: 
• BR systems can be built without passing through the knox l dge licitati n 
bottleneck since licitation becomes a simpl r task ut acquiring pa t ca 
• BR systems can be uilt wh ream de! d 
• Implernentati n becom s a simpler ta k f identifying r I ant a fi atur an 
a yst m can b r II d ut with nly a partial 
bug-b ar f KB - h w t 
th 
mpl t. 
• R systems can propos a soluti n qui kl b a idin th' n d t infer on 
answer from first principl 
• Individual r g n raliz 
p rhaps m r satisfactory than 
h tim. 
n u p ' Ian. ti n th it r 
hain f rul 
• R y t m an I rn y a uirin m cin m int nance. 
• •inully y acquirin n \I BR systems can grow to reflect their 
· er deli ered to six companies rganizati n' p iri nc '. l a rulc-b s 
und us d r 1 r that tim each system v ould be identical, assuming 
n muint .nunc · ha I tu n plac . If i entical R systems are used in a 
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similar way after six months there would be six different systems as each could 
have a quir d diff r nt pisodic cas s 
3.4 System Requirement Analysis 
System analysis involves identifying system requir m nts which includes functional and 
non-functional requirements. 
In developing a sy tern it i sential f r th 
requirements. A I t f inf rm ti n 1 n 
r ar h and r vi w r will fin lly und r tand hat th· 
and n n-functi nal r uir ment ar . 
3.4.1 '[ unction al R quir rn nt 
~uncti rial r urr m nt d n 
• r am] I , 
n int r ti n b tv n th it n ironment. 
un ti n I r uir :m nts \: d cide which states are 
111. urth r functional requirements discuss how the ace ptabl 
y t 111 h uld ha 
'I h • fun •Li 1111 r · 1uir m Ill 
• Ad I. nr/Recunnnend •Uon udul · 
1) 
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Be able to recommend and advice appropriate tourism destination for given travel 
• Be ab] to provid ad quate e planation as to how it arrived at a particular 
conclusion. 
3.4.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirement r constraints descri a r tricti n n th 
our choices for c n tructing c luti n t the pr bl m [PO l]. n-fun ti nal 
rcquir m nts f r th 
• Reliability 
The applic ti n y t m s ftwar and hardv ar hall 
a Iillw: 
r lia I and hall n t uu 
unnecessary and un Ianned d wn tim f th rall n ir nm nt. 
• i ft ctiv ne 
Th 
in th 
a ility t m tit ti n h s specific purpose 
• M~1intainnbilit 
lll'1I th· an c tu cti ly made t perf rm its function in 
11 p , ii ly hun 1in 1 1 r \ling 11 ir nm nt. , he y tern · y t m ify an t st in 
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updating process to meet the new request, correcting errors, or more to a different 
• Interesting interface 
Inter sting int rface is a vital aspect needed to encourage users to use the system. 
• Accurate and robu t 
3.5 Developm nt Tool 
cisi n n u ing th a ppr print r d Ill th mi 1111' rt, nt r 
system impl rn ntati n. This i t that i in ' t u id t 
dev I p this pr j t i uit ble with th hi in lu I th' main 
software needed to dev lop th syst man th fh: ar r uir 
3.5. l oftwur R qulr m •nt 
3.5.1.1 rv ir oftwnr R quir m nt 
7 
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• Windows 2000 
• Intern t Inf rmati n rv r (TIS) 4.0 
• Microsoft A c s 2000 
• Active rv r Pag s (ASP) 
• Adobe Ph t sh p .0 
• Internet xplor r 4.0 
•XML 
3.5.J .2 Hen ts ofrwar R quir m nt 
ftwar r urr m nt [i r Ii nt ar uit 1111111111 I a 
rcquir m nt ar as fi II ws: 
• Windows 51 8 
• Internet xpl r r 4.0 
3.5.2 Hnrdwar R quir in nt 
3.5.2.1 rv r Hnrdwar R quir rn nt 
·rv •1 h rr lwnr 1 .quir .m ·nl ur · 1 II ' 
• I\ rv ·r with at I a l J ntiu Ill I 
mpnr d t 
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• 2GB of Hard Disk spac 
• 32Mb fRAMm rn n 
• N twork onn ctions 
• 0th r standard omputer peripherals 
3.5.2.2 lient Hardware Requirements 
lient hardwar r quir m nt ar as fi II ws: 
• 32 Mb fRAM m m ne 
• onnect d t the netw rk 
• th r tandard n put r p riph ral 
3.5.3 Development Environment and Tool 
'J he r H n why Mi r Win Pr IS hos n for this project's operating 
yst im platf rm i b nu 2 ssional is the preferred 32-bit desktop 
cnvir nm nt, r idin tl ind s 98 usa ility and Windows NT 4 
r Ii 1 ility. N w Wind 2 include aupp rt f p wer management and 
7 
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plug and play (a great bonus for portable users) and support for new file system features 
including 
Windows 2000 s r r has b en created in three different versions each with features 
appropriate target audi nee. All share the same core features as Windows 2000 Pro, but 
then add additional featur s. Its k y features include: 
• Synchronization Manager 
• Internet Printing Protocol 
• Plug and Play 
• .. p 
• ~nbanced e urity atur 
• Multipl M nit r upp rt 
• upp rt fi r · and p w r manag m nt 
• Tw way M and supp rt f r 4 
A ri r W b ut 
2000 is a 
A s2 is chos n for this project. Microsoft Access 
t rin and m naging large amounts or complex sets of 
phi ti at and a y~t -us methods for entering and editing 
ar un in , and iewing the informati n n screen r 
data. A 
it •111 inn I uubu · 
summnrizin J it in I rint • Ir 1 
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3.5.3.3 Web Server - Microsoft Internet Information Servers (IIS) 4.0 
Dev loped by Microsoft ITS 4.0 is chosen for this project, US 4.0 pro ides World Wide 
Web server, File Transf r Protocol server, Network News Transfer Protocol server, and 
Simple Mail Transf r Protocol s rv r operations integrated with the Windows NT server 
4.0-network operating system. 
Internet Information ervers 4.0 has a complet ly diff r nt int rfac fr rn pri r ns 
of JI as well as substantially enhanced ca abiliti . The ntral n 4. dmini trati n 
tool th Int rn t rvi Manag r (1 M), th 
Well as the Web-ba d Int rn t Manag r HT 
The new Window 1 M int rfa u th Mir n 
n servic s ar irnpl m nt d a d 
configu rat: n pti n int 
virtual dir n h I 
administrativ a via cti rP 
II 
rvt it and 
cli nt r t pr ide imi lar 
11 'llJ J Ii· H raua nhanc eb site administrator and Web 
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F atures of IIS 4.0 include: 
• Inh ritable master properties settings that apply to all Web or all FTP sites. 
• P r- ite onfiguration for all operational and security settings for each Web site 
and FTP it . 
• P r-virtual directing configuration for operational and security settings 
• P r-dir ctory configuration of directory security and content location HTTP 
h ader and error messag s for all Web site dir ctories. 
• P r-Iil configuration of file security and locations TIP headers and error 
m s ag s for all Web site fil s. 
• 11 4. upp rt H TP 1.1 capa iliti c nne ti n 
ptp lining a hing dir ti h th ad r and HTTP r dir t . 
• nhan ed uritywith rtifi at m,110 m nt and 
3.5.3.4 W b Appli ation T hnolog ' - ti rv r Pa 
A P t, nd fi r A ti r p an it r nun thnt run 
. . 
1111 Int m t 
Inf rmati n r 11 ti r P g s i a programming 
cnvir nm nt that th a yn ic html pages with the help of server 
id ' ri] ting. 
YI ri1 l i th I null, rit tin r P ut if e prefer to use Jscript, Perl or any other 
Ii 1 iplin •Inn iun re rs ·r ·r side cripting in an P page, it is possible. An A . pa1 I 
7 
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th .a p xt n ion. Active Server Page can include both client and server side scripts. 
F atur s of ASP: 
• Dynamically dit, change or add any content of a Web page. 
• R spond to us r qu ri s or data submitted from HTML forms. 
• A es any data or databases and return the results to a browser. 
• ustornize a W b page to make it m re useful for indi idual u r . 
• Th advantag f u ing A P instead f I and P r1 ar th f imp Ii it and 
p 
• s urity in ur P ann d f1 m th r . 
• A P fil ar r tum d a th an r . 
• er r mrning nn trurunu th n t\ rk tra 1i . 
3 ... 5 M 
imp) m n fi r r pr nting an s ribing data. The language allows you to 
I fin rn rkup tags that an b wrapped around data in order to describe it at a finer 
rnnulority that urr nt y t ms typically do. 
By nr, th· m ·t mm nly cit d use of is the sharing of data. A sch ma in 
a • n ptuul 1w11c' 1 that · c cribe the underlying structur y ur 11 ti n 
I m int . c c oral imp rtan purp e . Fir I th y I 111 •th " I\ 11111 ic, I 
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of element types and attributes for a given class of documents and allow you to share 
those documents with other applications. A document: may not necessarily be the 
traditional document you normally think of. It may be a database document, a 
middleware message, or a Web page. These schemas can b fl rmally defined as 
document type definitions (DTDs). Once you have these formal rul s, applications can 
use them to validate structures and objects to ensure they are receiving the correct 
information appropriately formatted. Schemas also play an important rol in information 
retrieval. For instance, metadata defined by an XML schema can provide information to 
software agents, or may be used as part of the discovery process. XML allows us to 
describe that data in ways that give meaning, understanding, even intelligence to it. 
Wherever there i data XML can be applied. The reason XM is becoming uch a vital 
skill in the Web dev lop r's arsenal i bccau XM is being sewn into the v ry fa ric f 
the Web infrastructure. That infrastructure includes all three tiers: Web W 
browsers, and back-end databases. 
77 
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Chapter 4 System Design 
This chapter will discuss about the design of the system. Each stage in the process has 
been disrupted into more details. Data Flow Diagram (DFD) will be used to describe the 
facets in the proposed system where the module in the syst m has been drawn out. The 
details represented in this chapter will serve as a reference and important guidance for the 
system development phase as well as the system implementation and maint nanc phase. 
4.I Introduction 
Design is the creative process of transforming the pr lcm int a s lution. h 
description of a solution is also called design. It is viewed as a pr nt 
data structure, program structure, interface properties and procedural inf rmati n. 
is a method that translates user requirements into a product or finished sy t m. All f th 
information gathered during the system analysi phase will b ri nt d int mall r 
module until a y tern i being d vel p d. 
4.2 tructure Design 
tructur hart will b · u ·d t sh w th w rkf] w the y l ·111. ~ hi 
Y t 111 j ' b I d 11 th 
th 
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( User Que~ J 
No ,\Jew destination 
selection 
Propose Old Cose 
Cr ere now ooso 
R p ir Cose 
R use c 
A p lr I mod1f,y c • 
4. Pro 
i 11 liz 10\ Diagram. It is a graphical technique that 
Will di play th data fl V in th S St m. S a transformer of data, the diagram ShO\ S the 
clata ' int th h ' th y are transformed and how they leave the system. The 
the data n t on the flow f contr l. It will als 
lhc ltun 1i11 1 pr r he c n ertin pr ce th ti bein imp! m nt d t th 
Iii d tin e int ti c y t ·m , Hu 11 h the y tern MI lit I' ti 
I n , 'I h 111 •t u h I 
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e 'pr s d by lay ring so that different details are shown in different layers. It can be 
di id d into several levels that can visualize the ascending data flow and functional 
information. 
Presented 
Case 
User ... ~---- 
Match Case 
Found 
Tested 
C se 
Identify 
Case 
Retrieval Case 
2 
Match 
C se 
5 
Ev luate 
Case 
Retrieved i-- 
Case i 
Ret in d 
C se 
G 
3 
Reuse 
C se 
·1gur .2 
No M tch 
C sos Found 
S1m1I r 
c s s 
le med C se 
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Input Problem ... 0 B~ ~ CBR Cycle 
' Display Solution 
Figure 4.3 onte t Diagram of BR System 
User 
.._ __ .. User Query 
CSR Engine 
S1mil tity 
Comput non 
R nked C ses 
selected 
case and-+- -----, 
solution 
Naerest-Naiqhbor 
Retrieval 
Architcc ure f the y · cm 
S rv r 
Sid 
Application 
Load Case 
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4.5 Interface Design 
Us r int rface design is an important aspect in developing software. This is because an 
interesting user interface design will inspire and motivate user to test and use the system. 
Obj cti es of building a user int rface: 
• Effectiveness of using the u er interface 
This can be accomplish by designing an interface that meets the user requirements 
and the sim licity of th int rfa e to a id omplicati n and nfusion. 
• Int rfa r liability 
Int rface a ura yin p rf rrning data apturing ith ut rr r 
• s r jud m nt 
Us r int rfa 
y t m mu t 
p d mu t m l u r r uir im ·nt 
ur t and m "'l th u r r iqu t. 
iv n th 
• 
. hi ur pin a d int rfa that r du uilding cost and 
tim. 
Int rfac d ign ' ill isualiz the display that will be used as an interaction medium 
u r and the system. here are several features that the interface designer 
11 • cl tak int c nsi eration during the interface design. They are: 
1. back 1 und c lor, icon , logo , pictures and appr priatc nt . 
ii. • n. i tcncy bet ecn pa cs · v id c nfu i n r 11 • r , 
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in. Suitabl type of fonts are used so that the interface would not look too complex 
and it would be more organized and easier to understand . 
• 
Figur 4.5 Int di fi r m , nu 
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Chapter 5: System Implementation 
In this chapter, the steps and methods taken to implement the system that was design 
earlier in the previous chapter will be discuss. The system implementation include of the 
system design structur to a comput r readable system. The system will be evolving from 
scratch d sign to a run ab! application. The following are th se eral implementations 
for thi sy tern. 
5.1 D v lopm nt 1 nvironment 
The d pm n ir nm nt f r th 
which in lud th h r 
u d t stem 
• 
• 
• 
'I u I· 5.1 
• P Pr 
II A 
• A tiv rv r ag s (A P) 
• Vb cript 
• Microsoft Interdev Development 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
• Internet Information Server 4.0 
(ITS) 
• Internet Ex lorer 
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5.2 Functions Implementation 
In this proj ct, graphic user interface has been implemented, as the system will not only 
be focusing on the application. For this I used Macromedia Dreamweaver MX to design 
the user's interface. The functions are created in order to allow users to select their 
options list and to key in input for the BR system. The functions will th n generate 
outputs to be displayed by the users. 
uring th mat bing pr f r this R tern us r \ ill iust n d t le t and 
key in th ir pti n . Fun ti n mad 
th fun ti n that ha b n r at d r lh 
u e and und r land. 
A ti P and B ript lmpl m mtutlou 
uing BR ugiu Impl meutntiou 
5. 
5 .. l 
A di cu 
' hi h ar : 
l . R uric» 
r th r are four m in phase in the CBR cycle, 
i n inputs from user retrieve a set of cases stored in the case base, 
ar e aJuated as similar. Indexes, case base partitions, case 
r ther imilar to ls can be used to speed-up this stage. 
2. Reus 1• ' he retrie e c es are reused to build the s luti n. Thi ul I b 
very in pie, ·. z. nly cxtr, ct the" lu ion' mp n nt r 11 
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much mor complex, e.g. to integrate all the solutions extracted from the retrieved 
cases to build a new candidate solution. 
3. Revise. The solution(s) are then adapted to fit the specific constraint of the current 
situation. For instance a r used therapy for a patient suffering for similar disease 
must be adapted to the current patient (e.g. considering differences in the weights 
or ages of the two pati nts). 
4. Retain. The new case is possibly added to the case base. Not all the cases built 
f 11 wing thi pr cess must b add d to the case as . Th r 
valuat d as t 
uld be p rly 
n t 
N in thi pr l .rn 
cycl ar im I m nt d \• hi h ar r tri \ , r 11 • n t 
imp! m nt d du 
for Iutur nhan 
A irnilarity m tri 
pr grarnmm iruti n. ut r 
u d l mp n 'Ill Ill 
r thi 1 u iring mpar function 
t to one (1) and zero (0). or each xt . lu i 
if u r h s input is similar with the data contain in the case 
ba , \ ill b gi en and score zero (0) if otherwise. Below is a part of 
c din 1 u d t irn I m nt this function: 
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If Str omp(objRT("Package_Type"), strpackagetype, vbTextCompare) = 0) AND 
(Str omp(objRT("Travel_Destination"), strtraveldestination, vbTextCompare) = 0) 
AND - ( tr omp(objRT("Place_Name"),strplacename, vbTextCompare) = 0) AND 
(intBudg t = objRT("Budget")) AND_ - 
(intstayduration = objRT("Stay_Duration")) AND_ 
( tr omp(objRT(" ategory") strCategory, vbTextCompare) = 0) AND_ 
(Str omp(objRT("Room_Type") strroomtype, vbTextCompare) = 0) AND_ 
(Str omp(objRT("Activities") strActivity vbTextCompare) = 0)) Then 
R spons .R direct "temp.asp" 
As for the attribut budget' the scoring function f one (1) and zero ) will not e 
imp! m nted cause this requir s us r t input th ir budget limit therns I ithout 
having c rtain pti n . In t ad ight d alu r i th 
near t t th budg t alu inputt d y u r. part r th din ' l u d t 
imp! m nt thi fun ti n: 
rr int 
int 
ud r t" - 
intb r t = 
nd I 
nd 1 
11 If 
A r all the n computed the system will rank the results in percentage. 
similarity calculati n: 
• · ~ r each attri ·· ute in the presented case, an attribute sc re i c mput d r a h 
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• Th match process returns the highest scores. 
The attribute score for a stored case is computed from a match contribution as follows: 
• If th attribute values in the stored and presented cases match, the match 
contribution is added to the score. 
• For the attribute budget weighted value is assigned so that e en ' hen the user s 
input do not match, it will not contribute zero score to the similarity calculation 
but it will alway ha a alue that refl cts the most similar' ith pr s nt d alu . 
The similarity f the a matching i al ulat du ing th f rmula 
T ta! l = tal f 11 r d attribut 
T ta12 = tall/Numb r f Uri ut 
Total = ta12 * I Rankin 
nm t imilar 
f rmu I ~ ill find th m 
n t f r th 
fi r th 
t m me cimum match. 
nt rm ' ith th ab 
a 
5 .. 2 Dntnbn 
J, r c n tructin th data a e for this system, I used Microsoft Acces as it is n t a rg 
hich nc d large ata a e. It has three main tabl s. Th r ar : 
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• tourism' table - Contains data of type of package, name of the islands, name of 
the destination budget, duration of staying, category of accommodation, type of 
room and main activities that can be done in the particular place. 
• 'case' table - Contains previous matched cases which has the same data as in the 
'tourism' tab! but this cas base has extra fields and with the solution for each 
similarity matching of each attribute. 
• temp - Hold current user's recommended solution. Each time the user complete 
u ing the y tern th temp rary ta l ill b lear up ready f r th r user 
r c mm nd d luti n. 
Th r ar n attri 
'bud t I tion I ' ' 'room_! I nd 
I 
th main a rth l m. l had lh 
will b wh tu rm in lu in th ir pti n t 
r h lid 
' ' I I fl ' I I ' 110 Ill ' 
ar 
ut that l ind 
pl in th •ir trn Jin' 
t m to add the new matched cases to the 
a b .. h tim \: h n th us r us d the system, the system will retrieve ten most 
olutions and this will automatically added to the case base. Hence, 
th r i n n r th us r to click the save button. 
B ·I w ar c din ample 1 s f r database c nnecti n: 
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Dim objConn 
et obj onn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
objConn.CoimectionString = "FILEDSN=C:\Program Files\Common 
Files\ODBC\Data Sources\travelsolution.dsn" 
obj Conn.Open 
<% 
%> 
th r function in this system can be seen in the Appendix. 
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hapter 6: System Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
Testing i imp rtant in de eloping a system. The process of testing and debugging are for 
det ting defects and bugs of a system. These processes are usually done incrementally 
with yst rn d I pm nt. 
Thi pha 
V ri fi at i n m an a 
sp ifi fun ti n \. hil 
t ting i m tim r f rr d a rifi ati n and alid ti n. 
rrc Uy impl m nt R a ti iti that 11 ur th 
m an a diff r nt 
system ha 
whi h n 
n uilt i tr abl r uir m ul . 
Th 11 wing ti f r tin 
• th se base matching and case retrieval 
• mp r th rp t d outcome v ith the actual outcome. Eventually, debug it 
nhan its functionality and capability 
• th accuracy of the case matching and make sure every case from the 
Cc e can c ret ie ed for the matching 
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6.2 Module Testing 
Modul testing focuses on verification effort on the smallest unit of system design that is 
th system component or module. 
Each module is tested independently to ensure its workability and error free. The 
interface module is t sted for its ease of use, simplicity and ambiguity and the system is 
tested on its know! dge acquisition capabilities efficiency and usability. 
6.2.l a Mat hin Accurac T tin 
Th ac ura y f th mat hin I t t cl b pr ntinu n ~ \ kn r 
mat hing. 1 f th 'R ti v hut h 1 n th nth r 
should b n pr 
urr rm imil rit 111 t hin T trin 11\\ \t ' I \ i htin 11 u r rctri al 
alg rithm. 1 th tUT fr m w i ht alu th n th w ight alu will c 
bas on BR engine algorithm. By using a specific 
alculati n fun lion th sum alue of match contribution will be achieved. A number of 
kn wn cu • ar 
th accur cy. 
nt d to the system with different value for every attribute to define 
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6.2.2 ase Base Module Testing 
Thi is r ferring to the cas base testing to ensure that every data which user had input is 
stored accurately and correctly, to the corr spondence case base which is in the Microsoft 
Access database format. A set of sample raw data is created for the testing purpose in this 
module. The pr cess includes it rate the checking on the duplicated data in the database 
to ensur that every entered data is alid and ease the redundancy and duplication 
pr bl m. 
6.2. oding Modul T 'ting 
1m t ting h b n nth '11 ui al rithm l r t ri al 
and a mat hin v ith high 
ln thi re 11 nu 11111 rt ant 
irnpr 
thi im l rn nt ti n. 
T tc t h th r th as r tri al process is working or not, I must make sure that each of 
th c s ha be n assign a specific data with different priorities. For 
nly th udget att i ute is assigned with weighted value t ensure m re f 
ic uruci durin 1 ca e imilarity matching. The R n in rn d l ha n 
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impl m nt d to er ate a case-based retrieval algorithm. This methodology is used to 
assign relative importance of feature and fast response time for case retrieval. 
6.3 Integration Testing 
.4 st m tin 
m t tin n ts d signed to fully e ercise the system to 
un r it limit ti n id m asur its capabilities. All modules are combined to 
s st m an it is tested as a whole to ensure workability and error free. 
i l t t th hole system and verify that it meets specified requirements. 
'I tin 7 i c nc ntrated n the whole reasoning process from past case acqui ition until 
luti n i11 y te and ctainment of s lved c e. everal typ • l rn l tin nr 
W< r thwl ile r a y t1,;111. 
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6.4.1 Function Testing 
It is a test during the run time environment where the complete sets of functions are 
loaded. If A P n run the rules and functions smoothly without error then it is 
consider d success. 
6.4.2 P rformanc T tin 
h purp r thi t tin t t t th run-tim 1 r rrnun lh rn 111 a 
r lri ing f r mat hin . 
T ting vnnl 1 i 
tin th t th sy tern able to display the expected match cases for 
th mpl t r un mpl I d pres nted case and the rank percentage is being displayed 
r u id th system is easy to use and understand. As a conclusion 
ha e c n achie ed. all th· bic ti 
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hapter 7: ystem Evaluation and Conclusion 
Various problems wer encountered when de eloping this system. These problems were 
sol ed through r search and studies in the tourism field such as the Internet journals and 
r f r nee books and not forgetting continuous consultation and help from my own 
sup r rs r ncik M hd Nor Ridzuan Bin D ud an also fr m friends. The system s 
tr ngth limitati ns and futur nhanc ment er id ntified. 
7.J Probl m in ount r d and oluti n 
Pr bl ms ar and a d v rul h ti 
d thi 
me th' 
Ill th 
along with ti n t n m rd rt 
7.1.l iffi ult 1 in h in 
ar m n ' ar tools a ailable to develop a case-based reasoning system. 
most con enient tools and technology was a critical process as h 
all t 1 p 
.qu: cl t 
' n trength and weaknesses. In additi n, the a aila ilit the 
r c cl pmcnt a al m · r c nsidcrati n. ntuull ri pl an I 
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ASP hav be n chos n of its str ngth in programming methods and recommendation by 
my up rvisor and som of my fri nds. 
In fir t pha f thi pr j ct th propos d programming language' as Extensible Markup 
Languag (XM ). N v rtheless because of I do not have basic knowledge about XML, 
after one month studying it· I found it impossible for me to use XML for the project. 
ML ne d a lot f time to mast r it although it is very pow rful for BR 
implementation. In addition, considering the system requirement and time constraint 
ASP and VBscript are more suitable and easi r to leam. Mor 
problem nc unt r d h Ip an guidance fr m wh i g d at th 
uld ther e any 
t. 
7.1.2 Lack of Knowled e in BR and Impl m ntatiou of BR T hnlquc in 
Touri m 
Nothing is t diffi ult in l rm 11 th 
t rt d. It i hard I 
rithm r r tri 
and I ult ' ill m P 
r pr ntati n a 
1 the type of similarity w II as t 
sh uld be u ed fi r a mat hin . 
'I un n 1 
Juli n f r tru 
cl i which me ns that it does not ha e certain and concrete 
• 1 r blcm . 11 nc it i ry difli ult to define the scope of domain 
ri r th · R le hnique in t urism destination. It is quite a 
t di 11 t 1 k t 111 I th I c, t tittri ute f aturc that er may have ch in thi 
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domain, tourism and holiday planning. A lot of tirn has been consumed in doing this 
task. 
I have managed to read many articles and journals for refer nces and many resources 
have been found through the Internet. Then again consultation and guidance from my 
supervisor and friends are the main inspiration to solve the problem. 
7.1.3 Lack of Knowledge and Skill in ASP and VBscript 
Although ASP is much easier to learn compares to XML ther w r till a 1 t r 
problems encountered during the coding. Since there was no f 
programming in ASP, there was an uncertainty n h w t rit and rgani 
These new programming languages and concepts were never taught b f r and it tak 
time to understand the programming of A P as well in ord r t u it ti r \: ritin 
VBscript and compilation especially in implementing the near st n i rithrn. 
Fortunately previous knowledge in other pr gramming languag lik ++di h l m in 
under landing the c ncept. 
7.1.4 Ln •k of I nowl dge in Tourism Fi Id 
It ha b n 11 v ry 11 w ubi I n r 111 t uud ·rsln11d in rd r t c ate a g d case 
I' pr ' ntoti n r r lhi ul per rmancc r t ic r I mech; ni ·m 
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depends very much on good r presentation too beside similarity metric. Articles, 
journals pr c ding pap rs fr m the Internet have been my resource in understanding the 
concept of touri rn d stination. B sides some useful information from family and friends 
has been gather d in addition to help me overcome this problem. 
7.2 System Strengths 
During the devcl pment f this proj ct several f th syst m str n th ' r id ntifie 
and described a f II ws. 
7.2.l Ea y To U e Interfac 
Although I would n t c nsid r it ha u r-fri n lin I I irn thi 
the u r and n t mpl und r t nd t f 
t m i en i I u 
nl 
find the most 
r n ed not to log 
int rfacc, whi h fr rn ther us r can trai ht av 
suitabl t uri m d stinati n f r th rn ordin t th 
in an I hav irtnin t a sw rd l m m nz in ord r to us th s stem. The questions and 
answ r arc in th' f rm Ir 1 d n Ii t hich u r ju t n d to click to his/her options. 
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7.2.2 Implementing CBR Technique To Generate Solutions 
It is not an asy ta k t g n rat a solution for trav ling and holiday planning problems 
according to u r r f r nc s. However by implementing CBR technique no matter 
how th situation of the user the system is abl to provide the most similar cases as the 
solutions to the pr sented case. 
7.2.3 Expandable ase Bas 
There is ability r a sp ific fun tion f th 
case base. ach time when th u r us d th 
similar ca s a th soluti ns and this will aut m ti th u 
Ther fl re with the increasing numb r f a 
increase and the ability of syst m v ill 
luti n t th u r. 
in rd rt 
7.2.4 P re ntngc llnnking 
Th luti n ar • i plo 
find t n 111 • t , imilur 
I ind ' ·ndin rd ·r ace r ing t the percentage. ystern will 
· th atin in percentage that shows the 
simil uity with hnl u r wants. Juli n n • matcl c, c " ith he i h t per ·rtt 1 
I 1 
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ranking shows that I ha the most similarity metric with the presented case. With this, it is 
asi r f r u er t vi w and to ornpare ach of the solution recommended. 
7.2.5 Security 
Security in the context of my syst m is that it has the login part in the main interface for 
the travel agent that is the syst m administrator. This m ans only th auth rize tra 
agent can log in to the sy t m for ad ing and deleting data. uth riz tra l a nt v ill 
a signed pccifi us rnam and als pas w r that th r u r d n t kn w. h li t f 
usernamcs and th p w rd a ign d ar k pt in datn (j all po ' that u r 
cann t vi w. 
7.3 System Limitations 
uc t th time c n traint and th 
in thi y t m. Th inclu 
imit ·I fcutur • r 
l ) u it th r \ r some 
, ' hich should more choices. Besides 
th ·r utur lik · attracti n t 1 e such a art, ethnic or adventure 
di th •r th1111 thut, u ·r 111111 t inpu their pti 
' i11 • fi r th h lidny . z. i11 ~1 · 
f number f pe pie 
typ 
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room chos . Mor ov r th budget considered here does not depend on peak 
ea on r ff-p ak 
2) If a de tinati n w r n t a ptable by the user the system would not be able to 
recomrn nd alt mative destinations, taking into account the places that are 
ace ptabl and not ace ptable by the user. In other words the third phase of CBR 
is not provided. 
3) User cannot ct priority to the attributes. This means required data that has to be 
input. 
7.4 Future Enhancern nt 
Furth r development and many new id a ha 
implemented but owing t time con traint and 
incorporated int the system. F re arnpl th m 
a the s luti n an 
ut hil th 
t all 
Ill 
11 ttril ut 
pr J t \ hi h i s 
mm 'n I th' 
hi 
i ting t nly 
nfin and restricted 
means w ightcd valu 
n attri ut that i budg t. Th 
that it d 
Th r II 
uir m nt of th system and tourism destination itself. 
n ' II in future enhancement: 
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U r not only an utilize CBR system but can also access other information such 
a pr m ti nal holiday packag s res rvation online with hotels and air plane, 
inter ting d tinati n and also about beautiful Malaysia. 
2) Us My Q a databa and case base 
My QL pr vides high r ability to store the cases and it is more efficient to handle 
huge databas 
3) Th functi n f th third phase of BR cycle, Revise, should be implemented as it 
is a v ry im rtant t chniquc in BR, whi h allow the us r gi e f 
requ st thcr alt rnati 
7.5 onclusion 
R ornrn ndation ystems pro ide ad i u r ab ut pr du t th" mi lht 
interest d in. Burke distinguish s thr e typ fr nun n ti n Ill rnti 
or social [tit ring· c nt nt- a [ ). 
a - ascd Reas ning ( R I air ad nt in th intr ll ti n, i pr blem 
air udy 
a n pr I m r itu ti n b first r tri ing a past, 
, and th n r using that cas for sol ing th current problem. 
R syst ·ms typi ally pr id r pr uct first asking to the user to 
cu c e a su set of cases that best 
a ca ·e in th memory may represent an item m ll Ii th inpu! 
the ca c ba c i 
1 ·I 
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items. This point out a first difference between my approach and ones those are more 
c nv nti nal. I do ploit both a cas base and database. The case base provides complex 
know! dge about tra I pr u t and us r navigation preferences whereas the database 
of produ ts pr vid up-to-dat information on the available tra el products. 
From this proj ct I managed to learn new programming language like VBscript and 
Active Serv r Pages. Although I did not master both of this programming languages the 
little bit of new know! dg I got is very much appreciat d. Other than that I learned to 
use many flware t I lik Macrom dia r am icr soft Int rde 
Developm nt. uri m ha b come a new int resting subject t m and t inc rp rat it 
with the emerging 1 ctr ni c mm re r -c mm r tr nd i rn thing that v 
take seriously into. 
The applicati n f Rt tra 1 and t urisrn i in 
n t many R applicati n t thi fi Id. I will n t ma 
succe s but I w uld definitely claim it a , fin t. rt f r 
in tourism field in the future. 
The abs nee f industry and p rt parti ip ti n 1 urr ntl th 
11\ tt r 
wev r, R ha n pr d n 
and al nn th r all mati f r 
thr u t11 thi proj L 
m -c mm r irn l m nt ti ns in our country Un
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ty 
of 
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Appendix 
Coding 
<% 
Dim obj onn 
S t obj onn = Serv r. r ateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
obj onn. onn ction tring = "FILEDSN=C:\Prograrn Files\Common 
Files\ODB \Data Sources\travelsolution.dsn" 
obj Conn.Open 
%> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title></title> 
<!--#include file=" B onn ct.a p"--> 
<U></ > 
<!--#includ virtual="/adov s.inc"--> 
<% 
Dim objR 
im l ' tandard I ping ar 
Dim iRecordToDelctc ' Id of d I. t d r rd 
' tring variable f r building ur u r 
r atcObjcct(" 
If Islvurn ric(iR 
iR c rd rd 
lsc 
iR rd'T 
" iR cordToDelete & ";" 
ad ockPessimistic ad mdText 
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End If 
tr Q =II T *FR M tourism ORDER BY ID·" 
rv r. reateObject(11ADODB.Recordset") 
tr L obj onn, adOpen tatic, a LockReadOnly 
Response.Write vb'Ta & "<tr>" & vb rLf 
Response.Write vbTab & vbTab & "<th>ID</th>11 & 
Response.Writ vbTab & vb ab & "<th>packag _typ </th>" 
Respons . Writ v Tab & vb'Tab & "<th>tra l_d stinati n</th>" r 
Resp nse.Write vbTa Ta "<thxpla _nam </th>1' 
R spouse.Write b'Tab bTab , "<th>budg t</th>" r 
Resp ns .Write vb'Tab & vb'Tab "<th> tay_durati n</th>" 
R p n .Write vb'Ta 1' 'th> at ry</th " b r f 
sp n .Writ b. a 11 th>r m_t ..../th 11 ', r 
Rcspon c.Writ b a iti </th>" ' vb r 
Re p n c.Writ vb'Ta 
IfN t obj 
•ir t 
""">"& 
11</tr>" & bCrLf 
. Writ' " /ta I " 
un] · lean pl . ec rd nt 
I ' 'I iun pl S. I c 
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Set obj 1 anUpRS = Nothing 
lf iR ord unt <= 2 Then 
t obj I anUpRS = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
obj I anUpRS.Op n strSQL objConn adOpenStatic, adLockPessimistic, 
ad mdT xt 
For I= 1 to 2 
obj leanUpRS.AddNew 
I an pR .Fields("package_type" 
I an pR .Fields("lra l_d stinati n") 
I anUpRS.Fi lds("place_name") 
lean pR .Fields("budget" 
leanUpR .Fi lds("stay_durati n") 
I an pR . i Ids(" at g ry") 
lean pR .Fi lds("r m_typ ") 
pR .Fi lds("a ti iti ") 
pR pdat 
obj 
et 
nd If 
%> 
Lo/o@ Languag =Y 
LI TM> 
L Y> 
ript %> 
L/ R> 
LTR> 
II %></TD><TD> </TD> 
'Yo 
% 
% 
% 
'Yt1 
% 
~, I Y(, 
II 
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<TD><%- bjRT("Rate") & "%"%><!TD> 
Yo> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
<html> 
<had> 
<!--#include file="DBConn ct.asp"--> 
<!--#include virtual="/ado bs.inc" -> 
<% 
Dim objRS, I, package, destination, placename, PlaceCode 
Dim budget stayduration category room, activities 
Dim strSQL 
im bj I an pR 
im iR c rd unt 
S t objR = erver. r ate t" 
objR pen "touri m" ad md abl 
n'' 
rr Pla 
,. 
•nd If 
J 
ypc ." 
11 -.Wiit·" /A ·'1 
I I 1 
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Response.End 
End If 
Jf de tinati n =""Th n 
bj onn. lose 
et obj Conn= Nothing 
R spons .Writ "<A REF='add.asp'>" 
R sponse.Write "Please Insert Travel Destination! " 
R spons .Write "<JA>" 
R sponse. nd 
End If 
Tf placename = "" Then 
obj nn. I sc 
Set obj onn =Nothing 
Response.Write "<A HREF='add.asp'>" 
Response.Write "Please Insert Place Name!" 
Response.Write "<JA>" 
Respons . nd 
nd If 
'add.a p'>" 
rt t y urati n !" 
Jf cat g ry = "" Th n 
obj onn. lose 
et bj nn = N thing 
Re p nse.Write "<AH 
R sp ns .Writ In 
R sp ns .Writ 
R sp n . "'nd 
•nd rr 
Jf r 
nn = thin 
n . Write "<A HR •=' dd. sp'>" 
"Pl n ln rt m." 
"</ 
J .. nd J 
l u 
c 
N thin 1 
11 
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Response.Write "<A HREF='add.asp'>" 
R spons .Write "Please Insert Activities!" 
Re pons .Writ "<JA>" 
R spons .End 
End If 
lf budg t =""Th n 
obj onn. lose 
Set obj onn =Nothing 
R pon .Write "<A HREF='add.asp'>" 
R spons .Write "Please Insert Budget!" 
R sponsc.Write "<JA>" 
R pon . nd 
nd lf 
objR .AddNew 
n" 
str =" t uri m l . ll 
11 l , 
Rep n 
" th </th>" b rLf 
"<th>p k ge_type</th>" & vbCrLf 
"<th>tra el destination<Jth>" & 
"<th>place_name<Jth>" & vbCrLf 
"<th lace code</th>" & vbCrLf 
& "< h>budget<Jth>" & vbCrLf 
''<th>stay _ duration<Jth>" & vbCrLf 
" th category</th>" & vb r f 
.. <th ro m_typ /th>" & v 
"<th-acti vi tie /th>" v 
b r 
11 
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If Not objCleanUpRS.EOF Then 
obj 1 anUpRS.Mo eFirst 
Do Whil Not objCleanUpRS.EOF 
Response.Write vbTab & "<tr>" & bCrLf 
or I= 0 To objCleanUpRS.Fields.Count - 1 
Response.Write vbTab & bTab & "<td><a 
hrcf=""" & obj I anUpRS.Fields("id").Value & '""'>" & objCleanUpRS.Fields(I) 
& "</a></td>" & vb rLf 
N xt 
Response.Write vbTab & "</tr>" & b r f 
bj I anUpR .Mo eNe t 
op 
End If 
R sp nse.Writ "</tab! " & 
iR c rd unt = p .R rd unt 
si Ill i ti 
n'' 
ti in , 
I I ·I 
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End If 
objR .Update 
bjR . I 
et objR =Nothing 
obj onn. los 
Set obj onn =Nothing 
%> 
<HTM 
<BODY> 
</p> 
<P><U><IU></P> 
<html> 
<head> 
<BO Y> 
<!--#includ fil =" nn ct.a p"--> 
<!--ffinclud irtual=v/ad b .in "--> 
<% 
ad m I abl 
Whil Not bjR. R in ·=I 
%> 
<% 
index-ind 
bjl .M N' t 
p 
% 
.... f rm 1111111u '' r m2'' m ·th d '' t11 acti n " p"> 
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<div align="center"> 
<input typ ="submit" name="Submit" value="OK"> 
<HM 
</div> 
</tabl > 
<lb dy> 
</html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<HTM 
<BODY> 
<!--#include file="DB onnect.asp"--> 
<!--#include virtual="/adovbs.inc"--> 
tinati n" 
n'' 
Whil N t R olt st 
mp "Pac a _ yp " , strpackagetype, vbTextCompare) = 0) 
tin- lion" , strtraveldestination, 
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Else 
(intBudg t = objRT("Budget")) AND_ 
(int tayduration = objRT("Stay_Duration")) AND_ 
( tr omp(objRT(" at gory"), strCategory vbTextCornpare) = 0) AND_ 
(Str omp(objRT("Roorn_Type"), strroomtype vbTextCompare) = 0) 
AND_ 
( tr omp( bjRT("Activities"), strActivity vbTextCompare) = 0)) Then 
R sponse.R dir ct "temp.asp" 
o Whil Not (objR .EOF) 
If(StrCornp( objRS("package _type"), strpackagetype bText om pare) = 
0) Then 
intberatl = 1 
lse 
intberatl = 0 
nd If 
tr mp( bjR ("tra l_destinati n" trtra Id tinati n 
t mpar = h n 
intb rat2 - l 
lse 
intbcrat2 = 
nd If 
lf(in t11 h n 
t> 
nd J 
•nd 1 
I int lay luruli n tjR 11 tay_duration" Then 
intbc at 
I I c 
int crat4 
I nd I 
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If(Str omp(objRS("category") strCategory, vbTextCompare) = 0) Then 
intb rat5 = I 
intb rat5 = 0 
nd If 
mp(objRS("room_type") strroomtype bTextCompare) = 0) 
intberat6 = 1 
lse 
intb rat6 = 0 
End If 
If(Str omp(objR ("acti ities") strActi ity Text mpare = Then 
intberat7 = 1 
I e 
int rat7 = 0 
n If 
intvalu 2 =int r ti +int rat2 +int rat intb rut t int rat 
+ intb rat int rat7 
int alu - int alu 2/7 
int alu = int • lu *I 
tin ui n 
"package_type") 
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objRT.Update 
objR.AddNcw 
objR("Packa.ge _Type") = objRT(''S lutionPackage _Type") 
objR("Travcl_Dcstination") = 
objRT("Solution_ TravelDestination") 
objR("Place_Name") = objRT("Solution_Place_Name") 
objR("Placc_Code") = objRT("Solution_Place_ ode") 
objR("Budget") = objRT("Solution_Budget") 
objR("Stay_Duration") = objRT(" luti n_ tay_Duration") 
objR("Category") = objRT("Solution_ ategory") 
objR("Room_Type") = objRT("Solution_Room_Type") 
objR("Activities") = objRT("Solution_Activiti s") 
objR("Rate") = objRT("Rate") 
objR.Update 
%> 
<% objR .MovcNext 
Loop 
boltest = True 
Response.Redirect "temp.asp" 
End If 
objRT.MoveNext 
Loop 
%> 
<!BODY> 
</RTM > 
VI ript % 
<!--#in Ind 
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<!--#includ virtual=t'/ado bs.inc':-> 
<% 
Dim objRS bolf'ound strUs mame 
strU rnarn = R qu st. onn("usemame") 
If strUs rname = "" Then 
obj onn. lose 
Set obj Conn= Nothing 
Response.Write "<A HREF='TravelSolution.asp'>" 
Response.Write "Pl asc Insert Usemame" 
Response.Writ "<IA>" 
Response.End 
End If 
ct bjR = erv r. 
objR . pen "pas ", 
b !Found = Fal 
rd t'' 
tr main , rn ar Th n 
"'lse 
bjR .M N xt 
'"nd If 
Loop 
If Not 
thing 
"<AH 
"In lid U rn m <P>" 
ns .Writ "<IA>" 
ns .End 
ii 
nd If 
1 f N l tr 
' h "11 
"or " R qu st.Form "password"), vbBinaryCompare) = 
l ti n.a p " 
n 11 
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Response.R dir ct "add.asp" 
%> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
<HTML> 
<BODY> 
<!--#include file="DBConnect.asp"--> 
<!--#includ virtual="/adovbs.inc"--> 
<% 
D.im bjR 
et bjR = rver. r at bj ct " 
objR. ursor cati n = adUs li nt 
objR. pen "t mp rary", obj 
.R rd t" 
While N t bjR. 
Else 
Respons .Writ ("tipulc h" 
End If 
objR.M veNcxt 
p 
thing 
N thing 
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User Manual 
ll http://localhost!Trav~~So[ut!on!TravelSolution.asp, ·.~~~!osc* ~n~~~!'e! E_xpl~r~r .. 11_~ 
Fiio Edit View Favctll-es Tools ~Ip 
Bock • ~ w ; .1 Sea-ch ~ Favtfll-es t-'Edla e) 
1\11!11 >ltlhttp:/~inlhost/TrllVl?ISolutlcn/Trave!Solutkn.asp 
~lewoh • 
We/comtll 
CBR tor Tour11m DnUnltlon 
TravtlSoludon 
Wtlco111e to TravtlSolurlon 
wtbtlre, a cost bnttd 1tatonl119 
)'\ttm lo11111vtlt11 ,,nd tomlttt 01 
•nyont to plan lhth holld•ys 
ccordlngly 10 lhoh llku & ntodt. 
Imply• btttil •lt1111•rlvt l•o yorA 
Poi kou• lyp.: NOi 0 hned y 
tr•~ lllt1tlna1lon: NOIO lu d 
Aro you snerchlng f()r your drum vacatlont /. lu•urtous holtl 
or i.o1y ohnlut? 1111 r19hl plei:11 lot •norblllog tit jun9l11 
1n1kklnql Nature ar ath•r a!IN1r.llan•t PIO•• !ak• tlm• ta 
answer a f1w qu11t1on1; 7r.tvo/9ofuflol'I would Ilk• la 
n1command whet 1uh1 far you.,. 
Appcndi 
th ir ption r they can click the Recommend 
ill be displayed on another page. 
'[his part i 1 ag nt or th system administrator log in to their 
u 11111111 • ' till 11 I ' I' . I au d let the ata. hen clicking on the Submit Query 
h11U n, an th ·r po' will b i 1 I' yed and tra el agent can add in data online and straight 
nwny i w then Id ·d n · d tu in the rm fta le. r m here, if they made mistake 
ud ling th w1 ng cl tu. th ·y can clctc it f: m the ta le. 
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3 http:/llocalhostrrravelSolution/temp.asp ·Microsoft Internet Explorer -· Cl X~ 
Fii Edit VI w Fol/Of'ltes Tools Help 
Bock • 
l'tACl!COOE P00404 
'ACl<NJE rm Norm II 
1RAVU l)(UWAllON Pongkorll""" 
l'IA(a- tokll<DllomAUOfl 
IU)G(r R .. uo 
trAl'OUltAllON '°"" CAlrGMY Clltll
/tOOlll lYP'I '"""'°' ACIMllEI It •-lllnO 
RAif H 
l'tAUC(U rlOfOI 
,ACl(Atll /Yl'l N lmll 
rRAVUlliEllWAllON '"" tn """ 
fU"I.- tlldllttOfl _, 
f.ll' IX"Al'ltW 
:ll http://localhostrrr1volSolutton/tomp.1::p • Microsoft lntornot Exf)loror . l~lt:i 
Wh II II ·r. .li 
buck t 
utl 1 , they will · n th r in er <tee •111d rom th r th 
wl He irt 1 n the picture. 
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Welcomtll 
Welcome 10 TrmlSolut1on wtb•tit, a 
eastbattd 1t11onmg •Y•ttm for 
Hffllt1t ind 1ountlt or 1nyon1 10 
pl1ii th111 hohd1y1 tccordmgly ta 1h11r 
l1kH I. nudt S•rnply • b•Ht1 
tl!t1n1111Yt tor yo.A 
T!'llRISolullon 
AddNewD1t1 
When the travel ag nt cli k th 
wher trav I ag nt an vi w dat 
travel agent can input n data a 111. 
utt ill 
l nr ll th 
::> http:/lloc1lhostlTr1volSolutlon/1dd.1sp - Microsoft Internet EMptorct· • 
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There ar 
Mainpage butt 
Add ata utt n 
clct ata utt n - y Ii kin thi 
fr m th tabl di pl d by Ii kin t 
that r w will bed Jct d. 
g ut uu n k t th m in int rf v h n Ii k it. 
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